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SUMMARY
Contact is an important but often oversimplified component of human grasping. Cap-
turing hand-object contact in detail can lead to important insights about grasping
behavior, and enable applications in diverse fields like virtual reality and human-robot
interaction. However, observing contact through external sensors is challenging be-
cause of occlusion and the complexity of the human hand. Lack of ground-truth
data has significantly influenced research in this field. This thesis introduces the
use of thermal cameras to capture detailed ground-truth hand-object contact (called
contact maps), and techniques to simultaneously capture other data modalities like
3D hand pose, object pose, and multi-view RGB-D grasp videos. This has resulted
in ContactDB and ContactPose, two large-scale and diverse datasets of participants
grasping 3D-printed household objects with functional intents. Analysis of this data
confirms some long held intuitions about hand-object contact, and also reveals some
surprising new patterns. We also train machine learning models for diverse contact
map prediction from object shape, and for contact modeling from object shape and
grasp information. Next, this thesis presents ContactGrasp, an algorithm that uses
object shape and a contact map to synthesize functional grasps for kinematically di-
verse hand models, including robotic end-effectors. Finally, this thesis investigates
whether the contact data captured by thermal cameras encodes contact pressure in
addition to contact locations. We find that (subject to certain conditions) the struc-




A significant portion of human physical activity involves grasping and manipulation
of objects. Consequently, we have designed objects and surfaces around us to match
them to our cognitive and physical abilities. It has been a scientific dream since
centuries to make machines with similar abilities, so that they can work efficiently –
not in artificially structured environments, but in environments already familiar to
us – and ultimately help us. A big unsolved problem in this grand goal is grasping.
How can a machine (robot) figure out which tools to use for a task, find where they
are, pick them up, hold them, and use them? This thesis focuses on the ‘hold them’
and ‘use them’ parts.
The challenging nature of the problem and the proliferation of freely available
human activity data in the form of images and videos has increased the attractiveness
of the immitation approach to solution. The immitation approach seeks to obseve
how humans do it, and learn. In contrast, the ‘search’ approach tries to search for the
solution by trial and error (mostly in a simulator, but sometimes in the real world)
and focuses on intelligently picking solutions to try. This thesis develops new tools
to observe aspects of human grasping behavior which were previously challenging to
observe with precision, in the hope that this can lead to better immitation.
We introduce the use of thermal cameras to observe hand-object contact in high
detail. Contact is obviously a very important part of grasping and manipulation, and
therefore has been reasoned about mathematically extensively. Our newfound ability
to observe it has confirmed some long held intuitions about it, and also revealed
some surprising new patterns. Our method allows for high-quality capture of contact
locations on the object surface for static grasps. We have used it to create ContactDB,
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the first large-scale and diverse dataset in this field. Chapter 2 discusses more details,
including motivations for contact capture.
Given this ability to capture hand-object contact, we were next interested in
capturing commonly used data modalities like images and hand-object poses along
with contact. This is essential for learning models that predict contact (a useful
but not easily observable quantity) from hand pose and images (quantities that can
be easily captured with today’s sensors and algorithms). This resulted in a new
dataset, ContactPose, that captures multi-view RGB-D grasp videos in addition to
hand-object contact, and annotates each frame in the videos with hand and object
pose, largely automatically. Chapter 3 discusses more details.
Demonstrations from humans for learning to immitate their grasping behavior
have traditionally been collected in the human hand configuration space, by making
participants wear gloves or other tracking devices. This makes them difficult to use
with robot hands that have a different parameterization or geometry, and can also
interfere with natural grasping behavior. Through the ContactGrasp algorithm, we
show how ContactDB and ContactPose data can be used as grasping demonstrations,
in the hand-object contact space. Chapter 4 discusses how and when this is desirable,
along with implementation details.
The final experiment described in this thesis (Chapter 5) investigates whether the
contact data captured by thermal cameras (described in Chapters 2 and 3) encodes
contact pressure in addition to contact locations. If true, this can further complete
the description of human grasping behavior captured by our proposed methods, and
enable better immitation. We find that (subject to certain conditions) the structure
of our contact data indeed includes information about contact pressure. Chapter 5
discusses details, including proposals for relaxing these conditions.
To summarize, this thesis investigates the capture of hand-object contact while
humans are grasping household objects. It presents analysis of this data, describes
2
how models to predict contact from various data modalities can be trained, and




CONTACTDB: ANALYZING AND PREDICTING GRASP CONTACT
VIA THERMAL IMAGING
Figure 2.1: Example contact maps from ContactDB, constructed from multiple 2D
thermal images of hand-object contact resulting from human grasps.
Abstract: Grasping and manipulating objects is an important human skill. Since
hand-object contact is fundamental to grasping, capturing it can lead to important
insights. However, observing contact through external sensors is challenging because
of occlusion and the complexity of the human hand. We present ContactDB, a novel
dataset of contact maps for household objects that captures the rich hand-object con-
tact that occurs during grasping, enabled by use of a thermal camera. Participants
in our study grasped 3D printed objects with a post-grasp functional intent. Con-
tactDB includes 3750 3D meshes of 50 household objects textured with contact maps
and 375K frames of synchronized RGB-D+thermal images. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first large-scale dataset that records detailed contact maps for human
grasps. Analysis of this data shows the influence of functional intent and object size
on grasping, the tendency to touch/avoid ‘active areas’, and the high frequency of
palm and proximal finger contact. Finally, we train state-of-the-art image translation
and 3D convolution algorithms to predict diverse contact patterns from object shape.
Data, code and models are available at https://contactdb.cc.gatech.edu.
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2.1 Introduction
Humans excel at grasping and then performing tasks with household objects. Human
grasps exhibit contact locations, forces and stability that allows post-grasp actions
with objects, and are also significantly influenced by the post-grasp intent [1, 2, 3].
For example, people typically grasp a knife by the handle to use it, but grasp it by
the blunt side of the blade to hand it off.
A large body of previous work [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 6, 12, 13, 7] has
recorded human grasps, with methods ranging from data gloves that measure joint
configuration to manually arranged robotic hands. ContactDB differs significantly
from these previous datasets by focusing primarily on the contact resulting from the
rich interaction between hand and object. Specifically, we represent contact through
the texture of 3D object meshes, which we call ‘contact maps’ (see Figure 2.1).
There are multiple motivations for recording grasping activity through contact
maps. Since it is object-centric, it enables detailed analysis of grasping preferences
influenced by functional intent, object shape, size and semantic category, and learning
object shape features for grasp prediction, and grasp re-targeting to kinematically
diverse hand models. Previously employed methods of recording grasping activity do
not easily support such analysis, as we discuss in Section 2.2.
We created ContactDB by recording human participants grasping a set of 3D
printed household objects in our laboratory, with two different post-grasp functional
intents–using the object and handing it off. See Section 2.3 for more details on the
data collection procedure, size of the dataset and the kinds of data included.
Except for contact edges viewed from select angles, and contact with transparent
objects, contact regions are typically occluded from visual light imaging. Hence,
existing studies on the capture and analysis of hand-object contact are extremely
limited. Fundamental questions such as the role of the palm in grasping everyday
5
objects are unanswered. We propose a novel procedure to capture contact maps on the
object surface at unprecedented detail using an RGB-D + thermal camera calibrated
rig.
We make the following contributions:
• Dataset: Present a dataset recording functional human grasping consisting of
3750 meshes textured with contact maps and 375K frames of paired RGBD-
thermal data.
• Analysis: Demonstrate the influence of object shape, size and functional intent
on grasps, and show the importance of non-fingertip contact.
• Prediction: Explore data representations and diverse prediction algorithms to
predict contact maps from object shape.
2.2 Related Work
2.2.1 Datasets of Human Grasps
Since contact between the human hand and an object is fundamental to grasping and
manipulation, capturing this contact can potentially lead to important insights about
human grasping and manipulation. In practice, however, this has been a challenging
goal. The human hand is highly complex with extensive soft tissue and a skeletal
structure that is often modeled with 26 degrees of freedom. Hence, previous work has
focused on recording grasping activity in other forms like hand joint configuration by
manual annotation [8, 9], data gloves [4, 5] or wired magnetic trackers [14, 15] (which
can interfere with natural grasping), or model-based hand pose estimation [10]. At
a higher level, grasping has been observed through third-person [11, 12, 6] or first-
person [12, 13, 7] videos, in which frames are annotated with the category of grasp
according to a grasp taxonomy [16, 17]. Tactile sensors are embedded on a glove [18]
or in the object [19] to record grasp contact points. Such methods are limited by the
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resolution of tactile sensors. Puhlmann et al [20] capture hand-table contact during
grasping with a touchscreen. Rogez et al [21] manually configure a hand model
to match grasps from a taxonomy, and use connected component analysis on hand
vertices intersecting with an object model to estimate contact regions on the hand.
Due to hand complexity and lack of understanding of how humans control their
hands, approaches like those mentioned above have so far been limited to providing
coarse or speculative contact estimates. In contrast, our approach allows us to directly
observe where contact between the object and the human hand has taken place with
an unprecedented level of fidelity.
2.2.2 Predicting Grasp Contact
Our work is related to that of Lau et al [22], which crowdsources grasp tactile saliency.
Online annotators are instructed to choose a point they would prefer to touch, from
a pair sampled from the object surface. This pairwise information is integrated to
construct the tactile saliency map. In contrast, ContactDB contact maps are full
observations of real human grasps with functional intent (see Appendix A for a qual-
itative comparison). Akizuki et al [23] use hand pose estimation and model-based
object tracking in RGB-D videos to record a set of contact points on the object sur-
face. This is vulnerable to inaccuracies in the hand model and hand pose tracking.
Hamer at al [24] record human demonstrations of grasping by registering depth im-
ages to get object geometry and object- and hand-pose. Contact is approximated as a
single point per fingertip. A large body of work in robotics aims to predict a configu-
ration of the end-effector [25, 26, 27] suitable for grasping. In contrast to ContactDB,
these works model contact as a single point per hand digit, ignoring other contact.
Diverse Predictions: Grasping is a task where multiple predictions can be
equally correct. Lee et al [28] and Firman et al [29] have developed theoretical frame-
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(b) Data processing pipeline, explained in detail in Section 2.3.3
Figure 2.2: Data collection and processing for ContactDB. Participants grasp 3D
printed objects and put them on the rotating turntable. Thermal images from mul-
tiple views are texture-mapped to the object mesh.
Ghazaei et al [30] have used similar techniques to predict diverse grasp configurations
for a parallel jaw gripper.
2.3 The ContactDB Dataset
Here we present the design choices and process in creating the ContactDB, which
consists of 50 3D printed household objects being grasped with two functional intents
by 50 participants (see Table 2.1).
Observing Contact Through a Thermal Camera. At the core of our data
collection process is the use of a thermal camera to observe the precise locations
of contact between human hand and object. Thermal cameras have recently been
used to capture humans and their interaction with the environment. For example,
Luo et al [31] observe humans interacting with objects for egocentric SLAM, while
Larson et al [32] observe human finger interaction with arbitrary surfaces to make
them interactive. Both note the phenomenon of thermally observable contact, but do
not investigate it rigorously or collect a large-scale dataset.
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Table 2.1: Size of the ContactDB Dataset
Functional Intent TotalUse Hand-off
Participants 50 50 (same)
Objects 27 48 (overlapping) 50
Textured meshes 1350 2400 3750
RGBD-Thermal frames 135K 240K 375K
When a participant grasps an object, heat from the hand transfers onto the object
surface. If the object material does not dissipate the heat rapidly, the precise contact
areas can be clearly observed in the thermal image after the object is released (see
Figure 2.2b). Intensity at a pixel in the thermal image is a function of the infrared
energy emitted by the corresponding world point [33]. Hence, object pixel intensity in
our thermal images is related to heat of the skin, duration of contact, heat conduction
(including diffusion to nearby object locations), and contact pressure. By keeping
these factors roughly constant during data collection, we verified empirically that
heat conduction from hand-object contact is the dominant factor in the observed
thermal measurements. See Appendix A for more discussion on heat dissipation and
accuracy.
2.3.1 Object Selection and Fabrication
We decided to focus on household objects since an understanding of contact pref-
erences and the ability to predict them are most likely to improve human-robot
interaction in household settings. Other standard grasping datasets [34] and com-
petitions [35] have a similar focus. We started with the YCB dataset [34] to choose
the 50 objects in our dataset. We excluded similarly-shaped objects (e.g. cereal and
cracker boxes) that are unlikely to produce different kinds of grasps, deformable ob-
jects (e.g. sponge, plastic chain, nylon rope), very small (e.g. dominoes, washers),
and very large objects (e.g. cooking skillet, Windex bottle). We added common
ones such as flashlight, eyeglasses, computer mouse, and objects popular in computer
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graphics (e.g. Stanford bunny and Utah teapot). Since object size has been shown to
influence the grasp [36, 1] and we are interested in contact during grasping of abstract
shapes, we included 5 primitive objects–cube, cylinder, pyramid, torus and sphere–at
3 different scales (principal axes 12, 8 and 4 cm). See Appendix A for a full object
list.
We chose to 3D print all the objects to ensure uniform heat dissipation properties.
Additionally, we empirically found that the PLA material used for 3D printing is
excellent for retaining thermal handprints. We used open-source resources to select
suitable models for each object, and printed them at 15% infill density using white
PLA filament on a Dremel 3D20 printer. 3D printing the objects has additional
advantages. Having an accurate 3D model of the object makes 6D pose estimation
of the object from recorded pointcloud data easier (see Section 2.3.3), which we use
for texture mapping contact maps to the object mesh. 3D printing the objects also
allows participants to focus on the object geometry during grasping.
2.3.2 Data Collection Protocol
Figure 2.2a shows our setup. We rigidly mounted a FLIR Boson 640 thermal camera
on a Kinect v2 RGB-D sensor. The instrinsics of both the cameras and extrinsics
between them are calibrated using ROS [37], so that both RGB and depth images
from the Kinect can be accurately registered to the thermal image. We invited 50
participants (mostly 20-25 years of age, able-bodied males and females), and used the
following protocol approved by the Georgia Tech Institutional Review Board.
50 3D printed objects were placed at random locations on a table in orientations
commonly encountered in practice. Participants were asked to grasp each object with
a post-grasp functional intent. They held the object for 5 seconds to allow heat
transfer from the hand to the object, and then hand it to an experimenter. The
experimenter wore an insulating glove to prevent heat transfer from their hand, and
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places the object on a turntable about 1 m away from the cameras. Participants were
provided with chemical hand warmers to increase the intensity of thermal handprints.
The cameras recorded a continuous stream of RGB, depth and thermal images as the
turntable rotated in a 360 degree arc. The turntable paused at 9 equally spaced
locations on this arc, where the rotation angle of the turntable was also recorded. In
some cases, objects were flipped and scanned a second time to capture any thermal
prints that were unseen in the previous rotation.
We used two post-grasp functional intents: ‘use’ and ‘hand-off’. Participants were
instructed to grasp 48 objects with the intent of handing them off to the experi-
menter, and to grasp a subset of 27 objects (after the previous thermal handprints
had dissipated) with the intent of using them. We used only a subset of 27 objects for
‘use’, since other objects (e.g. pyramid, Stanford bunny) lack clear use cases. See the
Appendix A for specific use instructions. Participants were asked to avoid in-hand
manipulation after grasping to avoid smudging the thermal handprints.
2.3.3 Data Processing
As the turntable rotates with the object on it, the stream of RGB-D and thermal
images capture the object from multiple viewpoints. The aim of data processing is
to texture-map the thermal images to the object 3D mesh and generate a coherent
contact map (examples are shown in Figure 2.1).
The entire process is shown in Figure 2.2b. We first extracted the corresponding
turntable angle and RGB, depth and thermal images at the 9 locations where the
turntable pauses. Next, we converted the depth maps to pointclouds and useed a
least-squares estimate of the turntable plane and white color segmentation to segment
the object. We used the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [38] algorithm implemented in
PCL [39] to estimate the full 6D pose of the object in the 9 segmented pointclouds.
Object origins in the 9 views were used to get a least squares estimate of the 3D circle
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described by the moving object. This circle was used to interpolate the object poses
for views which are unsuitable for the ICP step because of noise in the depth map
or important shape elements of the object being hidden in that view, or for rotating
symmetric objects around the axis of symmetry.
Finally, the 3D mesh along with the 9 pose estimates and thermal images were in-
put to the colormap optimization algorithm of [40], which is implemented in Open3D [41].
It locally optimizes object poses to minimize the photometric texture projection error
and generates a mesh coherently textured with contact maps.
2.4 Analysis of Contact Maps
In this section we present analysis of some aspects of human grasping, using the data
in ContactDB. We processed each contact map separately to increase contrast by
applying a sigmoid function to the texture-mapped intensity values that maps the
minimum to 0.05 and maximum to 0.95.
Effect of Functional Intent. We observed that the functional intent (‘use’ or
‘hand off’) significantly influences the contact patterns for many objects. To show
qualitative examples, we clustered the contact maps within each object and functional
intent category using k-medoids clustering [42] (k = 3) on the XYZ values of points
which have contact value above 0.4. The distance function between two sets of points











2 ||2. For symmetric objects, we chose the angle of rotation
around the axis of symmetry that minimized d(p1,p2). Figure 2.3 shows dominant
contact maps (center of the largest cluster) for the two different functional intents.
To quantify the influence of functional intent, we define ‘active areas’ (highlighted
in green in Figure 2.3) on the surface of some objects and show the fraction of par-
ticipants that touched that area (evidenced by the map value being greater than 0.4)
in Table 2.2.
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Grasp Intent: Use Grasp Intent: Handoff
Figure 2.3: Influence of functional intent on contact: Two views of the dominant
grasp (center of the largest cluster after k-medoids clustering across participants).
Green circles indicate ‘active areas’. This influence is quantified in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Fraction of participants that touched active areas for different functional
intents. See Fig. 2.3 for examples.
Active Area handoff use
Banana tip (either tip) 22.45 63.27
Binoculars (both barrels) 12.50 93.88
Camera shutter button 34.00 69.39
Eyeglasses (both temples) 4.00 64.58
Flashlight button 28.00 62.00
Hammer (head) 38.00 0.00
Mouse (both click buttons) 16.00 84.00
PS controller (both front buttons) 2.00 40.81
PS controller (both analog sticks) 2.00 22.44
Scissors (handle) 38.00 100.00
Scissors (blade) 60.00 0.00
Water-bottle cap 16.00 67.35
Wine glass stem 56.00 30.61
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Figure 2.4: Influence of object size on contact: Two dominant grasps for objects of
same shape and varying size.
(b) Functional intent ‘use’ (c) Functional intent ‘handoff’
(a)
Figure 2.5: (a): Palm contact on plate, annotated fingertips. (b, c): Contact areas
for objects in ContactDB, averaged across participants. The red line indicates a loose
upper bound on contact area for a fingertip-only grasp, which is doubled for objects
which have bimanual grasps.
Effect of object size. Figure 2.4 shows the dominant contact maps for objects of
the same shape at three different sizes. Small objects exhibit grasps with two or three
fingertips, while larger objects are often grasped with more fingers and more than the
fingertips in contact with the object. Grasps for large objects are bi-modal: bimanual
using the full hands, or single-handed using fingertips. To quantify this, we manually
labelled grasps as bimanual/single-handed, and show their relation to hand size in
Fig. 2.6. The figure shows that people with smaller hands prefer to grasp large
objects (for ‘handoff’) with bimanual grasps. No bimanual grasps were observed for
the medium and small object sizes.
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between hand length (wrist to mid fingertip) and single-
handed/bimanual grasps. The intervals show mean and 1 standard deviation. Cube,
cylinder, pyramid and sphere are of the large size.
How much of the contact is fingertips? Contact is traditionally modelled in
robotics [43] and simulation [44] as a single point. However, the contact maps in Fig-
ures 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 show that human grasps have much more than fingertip contact.
Single-point contact modeling is inspired by the prevalence of rigid manipulators on
robots, but with the recent research interest in soft robots [45, 46], we now have access
to manipulators that contact the object at other areas on the finger. Data in Con-
tactDB shows the use of non-fingertip contact for highly capable soft manipulators:
human hands. For each contact map, we calculated the contact area by integrat-
ing the area of all the contacted faces in the mesh. A face is contacted if any of
its three vertices have a contact value greater than 0.4. Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c)
show the contact areas for all objects under both functional intents, averaged across
participants. Next, we calculated an upper bound on the contact area if only all 5
fingertips were touching the object. This was done by capturing the participants’
palm print on a flat plate, where it is easy to manually annotate the fingertip regions
(shown in Figure 2.5(a)). The total surface area of fingertips in the palm print is
the desired upper bound. It was doubled for objects for which we observe bimanual
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grasps. This upper bound was averaged across four participants, and is shown as the
red line in Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c). Note that this is a loose upper bound, since
many real-world fingertip-only grasps don’t involve all five fingertips, and we mark
the entire object category as bimanual if even one participant performs a bimanual
grasp. Total contact area for many objects is significantly higher than the upper
bound on fingertip-only contact area, indicating the large role that the soft tissue
of the human hand plays in grasping and manipulation. This motivates the inclu-
sion of non-fingertip areas in grasp prediction and modeling algorithms, and presents
an opportunity to inform the design of soft robotic manipulators. Interestingly, the
average contact area for some objects (e.g. bowl, mug, PS controller, toothbrush)
differs across functional intent, due to different kinds of grasps used.
2.5 Predicting Contact Maps
In this section, we describe experiments to predict contact maps for objects based
on their shape. ContactDB is the first large scale dataset that enables training data-
intensive deep learning models for this task. Since ContactDB includes diverse contact
maps for each object, the mapping from object shape to contact map is one-to-many
and makes the task challenging. We explore two representations for object shape:
single-view RGB-D, and full 3D. Since the contact patterns are significantly influenced
by the functional intent, we train separate models for ‘hand-off’ and ‘use’.
2.5.1 Single-view Prediction
Object shape is represented by an RGB-D image, and a 2D contact map is predicted
for the visible part of the object. A single view might exclude information about
important aspects of the object shape, and ‘interesting’ parts of the contact map might
lie in the unseen half of the object. However, this representation has the advantage



















Figure 2.7: Training procedure for single-view contact map prediction. The discrim-
inator has 5 conv layers followed by batch norm and leaky ReLU.
are often required to grasp objects after observing them from a single view. We used
generative adversarial network (GAN)-based image-to-image translation [47, 48, 49]
for this task, since the optimization procedure of conditional GANs is able to model
a one-to-many input-output mapping [50, 51].
Figure 2.7 shows our training procedure and network architecture, which has
roughly 54M and 3M parameters in the generator and discriminator respectively. We
modified pix2pix [47] to accept a 4-channel RGB-D input and predict a single-channel
contact map. The RGB-D stream from object scanning was registered to the thermal
images, and used as input. Thermal images were used as a proxy for the single-view
contact map. To focus the generator and discriminator on the object, we cropped a
256×320 patch around the object and masked all images by the object silhouette. All
images from mug, pan, and wineglass were held out and used for testing. Figure 2.8
shows some predicted contact maps for these unseen objects, selected for looking
realistic. Mug predictions for use have finger contact on the handle, whereas contact
is observed over the top for handoff. Pan use predictions show grasps at the handle,
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Figure 2.8: Single-view predictions from the pix2pix model for three unseen object
classes: mug, pan and wine glass. Top: handoff intent, bottom: use intent. Rightmost
column: uninterpretable predictions.
while handoff predictions additionally show a bi-manual grasp of the handle and side.
Similarly, the wine glass indicates contact with a side grasp for use and over the
opening for handoff.
2.5.2 3D Prediction
Full 3D representation gives access to the entire shape of the object, and alleviates
the view-consistency problems observed during single-view prediction.
Learning a one-to-many-mapping. Stochastic Multiple Choice Learning [28]
(sMCL) trains an ensemble of k predictors to generate k contact maps for each in-
put (see Figure 2.9a). Each input has multiple equally correct ground truth maps.
During training, the loss is backpropagated from each ground truth contact map to
the network that makes the prediction closest to it. To encourage all members of
the ensemble to be trained equally, as mentioned in [54], we made this association
soft by routing the gradient to the closest network with a 0.95 weight and distributed
the rest equally among other members of the ensemble, and randomly dropped entire
predictions with a 0.1 probability. We trained models with k = 1 and k = 10.






(a) sMCL with a PointNet predictor
, c = 0
, c = 1


















(b) DiverseNet with a VoxNet predictor. CP: 33 conv with batch norm, ReLU and max
pooling, CU: 33 conv with batch norm, ReLU and nearest neighbor upsampling. Black
numbers: size of voxel grid, red numbers: number of channels.
Figure 2.9: 3D data representations and training strategies for predicting diverse con-
tact maps. sMCL [28] requires multiple instances of a network, while DiverseNet [29]
uses a single instance with an integer valued control variable. PointNet [52] operates
on unordered point-clouds, whereas VoxNet [53] uses voxel occupancy grids.
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Table 2.3: Diverse 3D contact map prediction errors (%) for the models presented
in Section 2.5.2. Errors were calculated by matching each ground truth contact map
with the closest from k diverse predictions, discarding predictions with no contact.
‘-’ indicates that no contact was predicted.
Test object
Handoff Use
sMCL (k = 1) sMCL (k = 10) DiverseNet (k = 10) sMCL (k = 1) sMCL (k = 10) DiverseNet (k = 10)
VoxNet PointNet VoxNet PointNet VoxNet PointNet VoxNet PointNet VoxNet PointNet VoxNet PointNet
pan 76.80 - 7.13 20.43 8.48 19.68 17.22 - 8.25 43.57 5.12 22.58
wine glass 59.37 - 11.11 14.59 28.69 17.28 50.18 - 11.06 14.79 13.98 10.47
mug 29.93 - 16.68 27.10 15.77 21.60 66.03 - 32.51 31.30 7.06 32.41
average 55.37 - 11.64 20.71 17.65 19.52 44.48 - 17.27 29.89 8.72 21.82
network by changing the value of a one-hot encoded control variable c that is con-
catenated to internal feature maps of the network (See Figure 2.9b). Each ground
truth contact map is associated with the closest prediction and gradients are routed
through the appropriate c value. Diverse predictions can be generated at test time
by varying c. Compared to sMCL, DiverseNet requires significantly fewer trainable
parameters. We used 10 one-hot encoded c values in our experiments.
3D representation. We represented the 3D object shape in two forms: pointcloud
and voxel occupancy grid. PointNet [52] operates on a pointcloud representation
of the object shape, with points randomly sampled from the object surface. We
normalized the XYZ position of each point to fit the object in a unit cube. The
XYZ position and the normalization scale factor were used as 4-element features for
each point. The network was trained by cross entropy loss to predict whether each
voxel is in contact. We used a PointNet architecture with a single T-Net and 1.2M
parameters.
VoxNet [53] operates on a solid occupancy grid of the object in a 643 voxelized
space, and predicts whether each voxel is contacted. It uses 3D convolutions to learn
shape features. The four features used for PointNet were used in addition to the
binary occupancy value to form a 5-element feature vector for each voxel. Cross
entropy loss was enforced only on the voxels on the object surface. The network
architecture is shown in Figure 2.9b, and has approximately 1.2M parameters.
Experiments We conducted experiments with both VoxNet and PointNet, using
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(b) Contact map predictions for an unseen shape of training object classes
Figure 2.10: Two views of diverse 3D contact map predictions. (a) Unseen object
classes: mug, pan, and wine glass, (b) Unseen shape of training object classes: camera
and hammer. Intent: use, Model: VoxNet-DiverseNet, Red: contact.
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the sMCL and DiverseNet strategies for learning a one-to-many-mapping. For Di-
verseNet, we concatenated c to the output of the first and fifth conv layers in VoxNet,
and to the input transformed by T-Net and the output of the second-last MLP in
PointNet. Voxelization of the meshes was done using the algorithm of [55] imple-
mented in binvox [56]. The PointNet input was generated by randomly sampling
3000 points from the object surface. We thresholded the contact maps at 0.4 after
applying the sigmoid described in Section 2.4, to generate ground truth for classifi-
cation. We augmented the dataset by randomly rotating the object around the yaw
axis. PointNet input was also augmented by randomly choosing an axis and scaling
the points along that axis by a random factor in [0.6, 1.4]. Dropout with p = 0.2
was applied to VoxNet-DiverseNet input. We found that similar dropout did not im-
prove results for other models. Random sampling of surface points automatically acts
like dropout for PointNet models, and sMCL models already incorporate a different
dropout strategy as mentioned in Section 2.5.2. The cross entropy loss for contacted
voxels was weighted by a factor of 10, to account for class imbalance. All models were
trained with SGD with a learning rate of 0.1, momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of
5e-4. Batch size was 5 for models with k = 10, and 25 for models with k = 1.
Table 2.3 shows results on held-out test objects (mug, pan and wine glass). We
conclude that the voxel occupancy grid representation is better for this task, and
that a model limited to making a single prediction does not capture the complexity
in ContactDB. Figures 2.10a and 2.10b show some of the ‘use’ intent predictions
for unseen object classes and unseen shapes of training object classes respectively,
selected for looking realistic. Mug predictions show horizontal grasps around the
body. Predictions for the pan are concentrated at the handle, with one grasp being
bimanual. Wine glass predictions show grasps at the body-stem intersection. Camera
predictions show contact at the shutter button and sides, while predictions for the
hammer show contact at the handle (and once at the head).
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2.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented ContactDB, the first large-scale dataset of contact maps from functional
grasping, analyzed the data to reveal interesting aspects of grasping behavior, and
explored data representations and training strategies for predicting contact maps from
object shape. We hope to spur future work in multiple areas. Contact patterns could
inform the design of soft robotic manipulators by aiming to be able to cover object
regions touched by humans. Research indicates that in some situations hand pose
can be guided by contact points [44, 57]. Using contact maps to recover and/or assist
in predicting the hand pose in functional grasping is an exciting problem for future
research.
Acknowledgements: We thank Varun Agrawal for lending the 3D printer, Ari
Kapusta for initial discussions on thermal cameras, NVIDIA for a GPU grant, and
all the anonymous participants involved in data collection.
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CHAPTER 3
CONTACTPOSE: A DATASET OF GRASPS WITH OBJECT
CONTACT AND HAND POSE
Abstract: Grasping is natural for humans. However, it involves complex hand
configurations and soft tissue deformation that can result in complicated regions of
contact between the hand and the object. Understanding and modeling this contact
can potentially improve hand models, AR/VR experiences, and robotic grasping.
Yet, we currently lack datasets of hand-object contact paired with other data modal-
ities, which is crucial for developing and evaluating contact modeling techniques. We
introduce ContactPose, the first dataset of hand-object contact paired with hand
pose, object pose, and RGB-D images. ContactPose has 2265 unique grasps of 25
household objects grasped with functional intents by 50 participants. Analysis of
ContactPose data reveals interesting relationships between hand pose and contact.
We use this data to rigorously evaluate various data representations, heuristics from
the literature, and learning methods for contact modeling.
binoculars - use camera - use flashlight - use eyeglasses - use toothpaste - handoff
knife - handoff
wine glass - 
handoff
Figure 3.1: Examples from ContactPose, a dataset capturing grasps of household
objects. ContactPose includes high-resolution contact maps (object meshes texture-
mapped with hand-object contact), 3D joint locations, and multi-view RGB-D videos
of grasps (not shown here). Left hand joints are green, right hand joints are red.
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3.1 Introduction
A person’s daily experience includes numerous and varied hand-object interactions.
Understanding and reconstructing hand-object interaction has received growing at-
tention from the computer vision, computer graphics, and robotics communities.
Most research has focused on hand pose estimation [58, 59, 60, 61], realistic hand
and body reconstruction [62, 63, 64, 65], and robotic grasp prediction for anthropo-
morphic hands [66, 67]. Here, we address the under-explored problem of hand-object
contact modeling, including predicting which points on the object are in contact with
the hand based on other information about the grasp, such as the 3D pose of the
hand and images of the grasp. Accurate contact models have numerous applications
in computer interfaces, understanding social interaction, object manipulation, and
safety. For example, a hand contact model could interpret computer commands from
physical interactions with a 3D printed replica object, or estimate if pathogens from
a contaminated surface were transmitted through contact. More broadly, accurate
contact modeling can improve estimation of grasp dynamics [68, 69, 70, 71], which
can lead to better VR simulations of grasping scenarios and grasping with soft robotic
hands [72, 73].
Lack of ground-truth data has likely played a role in the under-exploration of
this problem. Typically, the contacting surfaces of a grasp are occluded from direct
observation with visible light imaging. Approaches that instrument the arm or hand
with sensorized gloves [74, 75] can subtly influence natural grasping behavior, and do
not measure contact on the object surface. Approaches that intersect hand models
with object models to infer contact require careful selection of proximity thresholds or
specific contact points on the hand [63, 62]. In addition, they cannot account for the
effects of soft hand tissue deformation, since existing state-of-the-art hand models [76]
are rigid.
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Brahmbhatt et al. [77] recently introduced thermal cameras as sensors for cap-
turing detailed ground-truth contact. Their method observes the heat transferred
from the (warm) hand to the object through a thermal camera after the grasp. We
adopt their method in ContactPose because it avoids the pitfalls mentioned above
and allows for evaluation of contact modelling approaches with ground-truth data.
However, it also imposes some constraints. 1) The objects have a plain visual tex-
ture since they are 3D printed to ensure consistent thermal properties. This does
not affect contact modeling methods that rely on 3D shape and not texture, like 3D
hand pose-based methods and many practical applications like simulations for VR
and robotic grasping. It does limit the generalization ability of RGB image-based
methods, which can potentially be mitigated by use of depth images and synthetic
textures. 2) The grasps are static, because in-hand manipulation results in multiple
overlapping thermal hand-prints that depend on timing and other factors. Contact
modeling for static grasps is still an unsolved problem, and forms the basis for future
work on dynamic grasps. The contact modeling methods we present here could be
applied to dynamic scenarios on a frame-by-frame basis.
In addition, we develop a data collection protocol that captures multi-view RGB-
D videos of the grasp, and an algorithm for 3D reconstruction of hand joints (§ 3.3.1).
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• Data: We introduce ContactPose, a dataset that captures 50 participants each
grasping 25 objects with two different functional intents. In addition to high-
quality contact maps for each grasp, it includes over 1.5 M RGB-D images from
3 viewpoints, with object pose and 3D hand joints annotated in each frame. We
will make this datset available for public use to encourage research in contact
modelling, and in contact-aware hand- and object-pose estimation broadly.
• Analysis: We dissect this data in various ways to explore the interesting rela-
tionship between contact and hand pose. This reveals some surprising patterns,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
ContactDB ContactPose (ours)
Figure 3.2: Comparison to ContactDB [77]. It includes contact maps and turntable
RGB-D images (a), which are often not enough to fully interpret the grasp e.g. it
is not clear which fingers generated the contact. In contrast, ContactPose includes
3D joint locations (b), which allows association of contacted areas to hand parts (c),
and multi-view RGB-D grasp images (d). These data enable a more comprehensive
interpretation of the grasp.
and confirms some common intuitions.
• Algorithms: We explore various representations of object shape, hand pose,
contact, and network architectures for learning-based contact modeling. Im-
portantly, we rigorously evaluate these methods (and heuristic methods from
the literature) against ground-truth unique to ContactPose.
3.2 Related Work
Capturing and modeling contact: Previous works have instrumented hands
and/or objects to capture contact. Sundaram et al. [75] used a tactile glove to capture
hand contact during grasping. Brahmbhatt et al.[77] used a thermal camera after the
grasp to observe the heat residue left by the warm hand on the object surface. How-
ever, these methods did not capture hand pose or grasp images, which are necessary
for developing applicable contact models (Figure 3.2). Pham et al.[80] tracked hands
and simple objects in videos, and trained models to predict contact forces at fingertips
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Table 3.1: Comparison with existing hand-object interaction datasets. ContactPose
(ours) stands out for its size, and paired hand-object contact, hand pose and object
pose.
Feature FPHA [60] HO-3D [78] FreiHand [79] STAG [75] ContactDB [77] Ours
3D joints ✓ ✓ ✓ × × ✓
Object pose ✓ ✓ × × ✓ ✓
Grasp RGB images ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓
Grasp Depth images ✓ ✓ × × × ✓
Natural hand appearance × ✓ ✓ × × ✓
Natural object appearance × ✓ ✓ ✓ × ×
Naturally situated ✓ × × × × ×
Multi-view images × × ✓ × × ✓
Functional intent ✓ × × × ✓ ✓
Hand-object contact × × × ✓ ✓ ✓
# Participants 6 8 32 1 50 50
# Objects 4 8 35 26 50 25
that explain the motion, which are evaluated against embedded force transducer data
from sparse object points, in [81]. In contrast, we focus on detailed contact modeling
for complex objects and grasps, evaluated against contact maps over the entire object
surface.
Contact heuristics: Some heuristic methods have been proposed to detect hand-
object contact, often aimed at improving hand pose estimation. Hamer et al.[24]
performed joint hand tracking and object reconstruction, and inferred contact only
at fingertips using proximity threshold. In simulation [82] and robotic grasping [70,
83], contact is often determined similarly, or through collision detection [84, 85].
Ballan et al.[86] defined a cone circumscribing object mesh triangles, and penalized
penetrating hand points (and vice versa). This formulation has also been used to
penalize self-penetration and environment collision [62, 87]. While such methods
were evaluated only through proxy tasks (e.g. hand pose estimation), ContactPose
enables evaluation against ground-truth contact (§ 3.6).
Grasp Datasets: Focusing on datasets involving hand-object interaction, hand pose
has been captured in 3D with magnetic trackers [60], optimization [78], multi-view
boot-strapping [59], semi-automated human-in-the-loop [79], manually [57], synthet-
ically [63], or as instances of a taxonomy [88, 89, 21] along with RGB-D images
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depicting the grasps. However, none have contact annotations (see Table 3.1), and
suffer additional drawbacks like lack of object information [79, 59] and simplistic ob-
jects [57, 60] and interactions [57, 63], which make them unsuitable for our task. In
contrast, ContactPose has ground-truth contact, and real RGB-D images of complex
(including bi-manual) functional grasps for complex objects. The plain object texture
is a drawback of ContactPose. Tradeoffs for this in the context of contact modelling
are discussed in § 3.1.
3.3 The ContactPose Dataset
In ContactPose, hand-object contact is represented as a contact map on the object
mesh surface, and observed through a thermal camera. Hand pose is represented as
3D hand(s) joint locations in the object frame, and observed through multi-view RGB-
D video clips. The cameras are calibrated and object pose is known, so that the 3D
joints can be projected into images (examples shown in Appendix B). Importantly, we
avoid instrumenting the hands with data gloves, magnetic trackers or other sensors.
This has the dual advantage of not interfering with natural grasping behavior and
allowing us to use the thermal camera-based contact capture method from [77]. We
develop a computational approach (Section 3.3.2) that optimizes for the 3D joint
locations by leveraging accurate object tracking and aggregating over multi-view and
temporal information. Our data collection protocol, described below, facilitates this
approach.
3.3.1 Data Capture Protocol and Equipment
We invite able-bodied participants to our laboratory and collect data through the
following IRB-approved protocol. Objects are placed at random locations on a table
in orientation normally encountered in practice. Participants are instructed to grasp
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Figure 3.3: (a) Our setup consists of 7 Optitrack Prime 13W tracking cameras, 3
Kinect v2 RGB-D cameras, a FLIR Boson 640 thermal camera, 3D printed objects,
and a turntable. (b) Left: Different object tracking marker configurations we in-
vestigate. Right: 3D printed object with recessed 3 mm hemispherical markers
(highlighted by red arrows) offer a good compromise between unobtrusiveness and
tracking performance.
off). Next, they stand in the data collection area (Figure 3.3a) and move the object
for 10-15 s in the cubical space. They are instructed to hold their hand joints steady,
but are free to arbitrarily rotate the wrist and elbow, and to grasp objects with
both hands or their dominant hand. This motion is recorded by 3 Kinect v2 RGB-
D cameras (used for hand pose) and an Optitrack motion capture (mocap) system
(used for object pose). Next, they hand the object to a researcher, who places it on
a turntable, handling it with gloved hands. The object is recorded with the mocap
system, Kinect v2, and a FLIR Boson 640 thermal camera as the turntable rotates
a circle. Thermal images are texture-mapped to the object mesh to construct the
contact maps.
Object Selection and Fabrication: We capture grasps on a subset of 25 objects
from [77] that are applicable for both ‘use’ and ‘hand-off’ functional grasping (see
Appendix B for a list). The objects are 3D printed in blue for good contrast with
hands and the green background of our capture area. 3D printing the objects ensures
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consistent thermal properties and ensures geometric consistency between real world
objects in capture sessions and the 3D models in our dataset.
Mocap recovers the object pose using retro-reflective markers, whose the place-
ment on the object requires some care. Attaching a large ‘marker tree’ would block
interactions with a significant area of the surface. Placing hemispherical markers on
the surface is more promising, but a sufficient number (8+) are needed to ensure
visibility during hand occlusion and the resulting ‘bumps’ can be uncomfortable to
touch, which might influence natural grasping behavior. We investigate a few alterna-
tive marker configurations (Figure 3.3b). Flat pieces of tape were more comfortable
but only tracked well when the marker was directly facing the camera. A good com-
promise is to use 3 mm hemispherical markers but to recess them into the surface
by adding small cut-outs during 3D printing. These are visible from a wide range
of angles but do not significantly affect the user’s grip. Fixing the marker locations
also allows for simple calibration between the Optitrack rigid body and the object’s
frame.
3.3.2 Grasp Capture without Hand Markers
Each grasp is observed through N time frames, each containing RGB-D images from
C cameras. We want to estimate the 3D joint locations in every frame. Assuming
that the hand pose relative to the object is fixed, and given the 6-DOF object pose
for each frame, we aggregate the noisy per-frame 2D joint detections into a single set
of high-quality 3D joint locations, which can be transformed by the frame’s object
pose.
For each RGB frame, we use Detectron [90] to locate the wrist, and run the
OpenPose hand keypoint detector [59] on a 200×200 crop around the wrist. This
produces 2D joint detections {x(i)}Ni=1 and confidence values {w(i)}Ni=1, following the
21-joint format from [59]. One option is to lift these 2D joint locations to 3D using
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the depth image [58], but that biases the location toward the camera and the hand
surface (our goal is to estimate joint locations internal to the hand). Furthermore, the
joint detections at any given frame are unreliable. Instead, we use our hand-object
rigidity assumption to estimate the 3D joint locations oX in the object frame that are











(oX;Kc,c Tw wT (i)o ) ;w(i)c ) (3.1)
where D is a distance function, and π(·) is the camera projection function using
camera intrinsics Kc and object pose w.r.t. camera at frame i, cT (i)o = cTw wT (i)o .
Our approach requires the object pose w.r.t. world at each frame wT (i)o i.e. object
tracking. This is done using an Optitrack motion capture system tracking markers
embedded in the object surface.
In practice, the 2D joint detections are noisy and object tracking fails in some
frames. We mitigate this by using the robust Huber function [91] over Mahalanobis
distance (w(i) acting as variance) as D, and wrapping Eq. 3.1 in a RANSAC [92]
loop. A second pass targets frames that fail the RANSAC inlier test due to inaccurate
object pose. Their object pose is estimated through the correspondence between their
2D detections and the RANSAC-fit 3D joint locations, and they are included in the
inlier set if they pass the inlier test (re-projection error less than a threshold). It is
straightforward to extend the optimization described above to bi-manual grasps. We
get a low re-projection error of 3-5 pixels w.r.t. (inherently noisy) 2D joint detections
over > 100 3-view frames for each grasp, indicating that participants indeed followed
the static grasp instruction. We manually curated the dataset, including clicking
2D joint locations to aid the 3D reconstruction in some cases, and discarding some
obviously noisy data.
Hand Mesh Models: In addition to capturing grasps, hand shape information is










Figure 3.4: MANO hand meshes [76] fit to ContactPose data. Both hand pose and
shape parameters are optimized to minimize the distance of MANO joints from Con-
tactPose 3D joint annotations.
of the participant performing 7 known hand gestures (shown in Appendix B). Along
with accurate 3D joints, this data enables fitting of the MANO hand mesh model [76]
to each grasp (Figure 3.4). We use these hand meshes for some of the analysis and
learning experiments discussed below.
3.4 Data Analysis
All contact maps are normalized to [0, 1] following the sigmoid fitting procedure
from [77].
3.4.1 Association of Contact to Hand Parts
It has been observed that certain fingers and parts of fingers (e.g. fingertips) are more
frequently in contact with the object than other parts [89, 93]. ContactPose allows
us to quantify this. This can potentially inform grasp synthesis, anthropomorphic
robotic hand design, and tactile sensor (e.g. BioTac [94]) placement in robotic hands.
For each grasp, we threshold the contact map at 0.4 and associate each con-
tacted object point with its nearest hand point from the fitted MANO hand mesh. A
hand point is considered to be in contact if one or more contacted object points are
associated with it. A coarser analysis at the phalange level is possible by modeling
phalanges as line segments connecting joints. In this case, the distance from an object
point to a phalange is the distance to the closest point on the line segment.





Figure 3.5: (a) Hand contact probabilities estimated from the entire dataset. (b)
Association of contacted binoculars points with fingers (top) and sets of phalanges at















Figure 3.6: Automatic ‘active area’ discovery: Contact probability for various hand
parts on the object surface.
grasps. Not surprisingly, the thumb, index, and middle finger are the most contacted
fingers, and tips are the most contacted phalanges. Even though fingertips receive
much attention in grasping literature, the contact probability for all three phalanges of
the index finger is higher than the contact probability of the pinky fingertip. Proximal
phalanges and palm also have significant contact probabilities. This is consistent
with observations made by Brahmbhatt et al [77]. Interestingly, contact is more
concentrated at the thumb and index finger for ‘hand-off’ than ‘use’. ‘Use’ grasps
have an average contact area of 35.87 cm2 compared to 30.58 cm2 for ‘hand-off’. This
analysis is similar to that in Fig. 3 of Hasson et al.[63], but supported by ground-truth
contact rather than synthetic grasps.
3.4.2 Automatic Active Area Discovery
Brahmbhatt et al [77] define active areas as regions on the object highly likely to be
contacted. While their analysis was limited to manually selecting active areas and
measuring their probability of being contacted by any part of the hand, ContactPose
allows us to ‘discover’ active areas automatically and for specific hand parts. We use
the object point-phalange association from § 3.4.1 (e.g. Fig. 3.5b) to estimate the
probability of each object point being contacted by a given hand part (e.g. index
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finger tip), which can be thresholded to segment the active areas. Figure 3.6 shows
this probability for the index fingertip and thumb, for ‘use’ grasps of some objects.
This could potentially inform locations for placing contact sensors (real [81] or virtual
for VR) on objects.
3.4.3 Grasp Diversity
We further quantify the effect of intent on grasping behavior by measuring the stan-
dard deviation of 3D joint locations over the dataset. The mean of all 21 joint standard
deviations is shown in Figure 3.7a. It shows that ‘hand-off’ grasps are more diverse
than ‘use’ grasps in terms of hand pose. We accounted for symmetrical objects (e.g.
wine glass) by aligning the 6 palm joints (wrist + 5 knuckles) of all hand poses for
that object to a single set of palm joints, where the only degree of freedom for align-
ment is rotation around the symmetry axis. Hand size is normalized by scaling all
joint location such that the distance from wrist to middle knuckle is constant.
Organizing the grasps by clustering these aligned 3D joints (using L2 distance and
HDBSCAN [95]) reveals the diversity of grasps captured in ContactPose (Figure 3.8).
‘Hand-off’ grasps exhibit a more continuous variation than ‘use’ grasps, which are
tied more closely to the function of the object.
Figure 3.7b shows pair of grasps found by minimizing hand pose distance and
maximizing hand contact distance over the entire dataset. We use the phalange-
level contact association described in § 3.4.1. Summing the areas of all object mesh
triangles incident to all vertices associated with a phalange creates a 20-dimensional
vector. We use L2 distance over this vector as contact distance. Figure 3.7b shows
that grasps with similar hand pose can contact different parts of the object and/or
hand, inducing different forces and manipulation possibilities [60] and emphasizing
























































































































Figure 3.7: (a) Per-object standard deviation in 3D joint locations, for ‘use’ and
‘hand-off’. ‘Hand-off’ grasps consistently exhibit more diversity than ‘use’ grasps. (b)
A pair of grasps with similar hand pose but different contact characteristics. Hand




Figure 3.8: Examples from hand pose clusters for ‘use’ and ‘hand-off’ grasps. Grasps
from different clusters are shown with different colors (some grasps are bi-manual).
Left hand joints are green, right hand joints are red.
3.5 Contact Modeling Experiments
This section describes our experiments on contact modeling given the hand pose (3D
joint locations) or RGB grasp image(s), assuming known object geometry and pose.
Our experiments focus on finding good data representations and learning algorithms,
and evaluating techniques against ground-truth.
Object Shape Representation: We represent the object geometry through either
a pointcloud densely sampled from the object body (with 1K to 30K points based
on the object size), or a 643 voxel occupancy grid. Features encoding the input hand
pose are associated with individual points or voxels. The entire pointcloud or voxel
grid is then processed to predict contact values for points or surface voxels.
Hand Pose Representation: Features relating object shape to hand pose are com-
puted for each point or voxel. These features have varying levels of richness of hand
shape encoding. To simulate occlusion and noisy pose perception for the first 4 fea-
tures, we sample a random camera pose and drop (set to 0) all features associated
with the farthest 15% of the joints from the camera.
• simple-joints: We start by simply using the 21 3D joint locations w.r.t. the
object coordinate system as 63-dimensional features for every point. For bi-
manual grasps, the hand with the closest joint to a point is used to provide
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features for that point.
• relative-joints: Since contact at an object surface point depends on the
relative position of the finger, we next calculate relative vectors from an object
point to every joint of the hand closest to it. Contact also depends on the
surface geometry: a finger is more likely to contact an object point if the vector
to it is parallel to the surface normal at that point. Hence we use unit-norm
surface normals and the relative joint vectors to form 63 + 3 = 66-dimensional
features for every point.
• skeleton: To better capture hand joint connectivity, we compute relative vec-
tors from an object point to the nearest point on phalanges, modeled as line
segments. 40-dimensional features for each object point are constructed by con-
catenating the lengths of 20 such vectors (one for each phalange), and their dot
product with the surface normal at that object point.
• mesh: These features leverage the rich hand geometry present in the MANO
hand model. A relative vector is constructed from the object point to its closest
hand mesh point. 23-dimensional features are constructed from the length of
this vector, its dot product with the surface normal, and distances to 21 hand
joints.
• Grasp Image(s): To investigate if CNNs can extract relevant information di-
rectly from images, we extract dense 40-dimensional features from 256×256
crops of RGB grasp images using a CNN encoder-decoder inspired by U-Net [96]
(see Appendix B for architecture). These images come from the same time in-
stant. We investigate both 3-view and 1-view settings, with feature extractor
being shared across views for the former. Features are transferred to correspond-
ing 3D object points using the known object pose and camera intrinsics, aver-
aging the features if multiple images observe the same 3D point (Figure 3.10a).
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Points not visible from any image have all features set to 0. Image backgrounds
are segmented by depth thresholding at the 20th percentile, and the foreground
pixels are composited onto a random COCO [97] image. This investigation is
complementary to recent work on image-based estimation of object geometry
[98, 99], object pose [100, 101], and hand pose [59, 65, 61, 79, 78].
Contact Representation: We observed in early experiments that contact maps
supervised with a mean squared error loss were blurred and saturated. We conjecture
that this is due contact value occurrence imbalance and discontinuous contact bound-
aries for smooth input features. Hence, we discretize the [0, 1] normalized values into
10 equal bins and treat contact prediction as a classification problem, inspired by
the image colorization approach from Zhang et al [102]. We use the weighted cross
entropy loss, where the weight for each bin is proportional to a linear combination
of the inverse occurrence frequency of that bin and a uniform distribution (Eq. 4
from [102] with λ = 0.4). Following [102], we derive a point estimate for contact in
[0, 1] from classification outputs using the annealed mean (T = 0.1).
Learning Algorithms: Given the hand pose features associated with points or
voxels, the entire pointcloud or voxel grid is processed by a neural network to predict
the contact map. We use the PointNet++ [103] architecture implemented in pytorch-
geometric [104, 105] (modified to reduce the number of learnable parameters) for
pointclouds, and the VoxNet [106]-inspired 3D CNN architecture from [77] for voxel
grids (see Appendix B for architectures). For voxel grids, a binary feature indicating
voxel occupancy is appended to hand pose features. Since hand pose features are
related to surface quantities, they are set to 0 for voxels inside the object. Because
the features are rich and provide fairly direct evidence of contact, we include a simple
learner baseline of a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with 90 hidden nodes, parametric
ReLU [107] and batchnorm [108].
Contact Modeling Heuristics: We also investigate the effectiveness of heuristic
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Table 3.2: Contact prediction re-balanced AuC (%) (higher is better) for various
combinations of features and learning methods.
Learner Features mug pan wine-glass Average Rank
None Heuristic [86, 62] 78.47 83.06 81.79 81.11 3
VoxNet [106, 77] skeleton 73.97 82.12 76.30 77.46
MLP simple-joints 74.69 79.89 73.68 76.09
relative-joints 73.20 79.70 75.91 76.27
skeleton 76.75 80.72 80.81 79.43 5
mesh 81.29 85.83 82.52 83.21 1
PointNet++ simple-joints 74.64 73.32 67.92 71.96
relative-joints 73.89 74.91 74.88 74.56
skeleton 78.84 79.06 82.24 80.05 4
mesh 82.92 83.13 83.33 83.13 2
Image enc-dec, images (3-view) 76.28 81.56 80.14 79.33
PointNet++ images (1-view) 71.28 78.71 72.64 74.21
techniques, given detailed hand geometry through the MANO hand mesh. Specifi-
cally, we use the conic distance field Ψ from [86, 62] as a proxy for contact intensity.
To account for imperfections in hand modelling (due to rigidity of the MANO mesh)
and fitting, we compute Ψ not only for collisions, but also when the hand and object
meshes are closer than 1 cm. Finally, we calibrate Ψ to our ground truth contact
through least-squares linear regression on 4700 randomly sampled contact points.
Both these steps improve the technique’s performance.
3.6 Results
In this section, we evaluate various combinations of features and learning algorithms
described in § 3.5. The metric for quantitative evaluation is the area under the curve
formed by calculating accuracy at increasing contact difference thresholds. Follow-
ing [102], this value is re-balanced to account for varying occurrence frequencies of
values in the 10 contact bins. Following [77], we hold out all grasps for 3 objects
(mug, pan and wine glass) for evaluation, and train our models on the rest.
Table 3.2 shows the re-balanced AuC values averaged over joint drop probability
∈ [0, 0.3] and 3 runs for all the non-image-based variants. We observe that features
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capturing richer hand shape information perform better (e.g. simple-joints vs.
skeleton and mesh). Learning-based techniques with mesh features that operate
on pointclouds are able to outperform heuristics, even though the latter has access
to the full high-resolution object mesh, while the former makes predictions on a
pointcloud. Learning also enables skeleton features, which have access to only
the 3D joint locations, to perform competitively against mesh-based heuristics and
features. While image-based techniques are not yet as accurate as the hand pose-
based ones, a significant boost is achieved with multi-view inputs.
Figure 3.9 shows qualitative results for contact prediction from hand pose (predic-
tions are transferred from the pointcloud to high-resolution meshes for better visual-
ization). The skeleton-PointNet++ combination is able to predict plausible contact
patterns for dropped-out parts of the hand, and capture some of the nuances of palm
contact. The mesh-PointNet++ combination captures more nuances, especially at the
thumb and bottom of the palm. In contrast, relative-joints features-based pre-
dictions are diffused, lack finer details, and have high contact probability in the gaps
between fingers, possibly due to lack of access to information about joint connectivity
and hand shape.
Figure 3.10b shows qualitative results for contact prediction from RGB images.
These predictions have less high-frequency details compared to hand pose based pre-
dictions. They also suffer from depth ambiguity – the proximal part of the index
appears to be in contact from the mug images, but is actually not. This can poten-
tially be mitigated by use of depth images.
3.7 Conclusion and Future Work
We introduced ContactPose, the first dataset of paired hand-object contact, hand
pose, object pose, and RGB-D images for functional grasping. Data analysis revealed
some surprising patterns, like higher concentration of hand contact at the first three
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skeleton : PointNet++ relative-joints : PointNet++ Ground Truthmesh : PointNet++
Figure 3.9: Contact prediction from hand pose. All input features related to black line
segments and joints were dropped (set to 0). Notice how the mesh- and skeleton-
PointNet++ predictors is able to capture nuances of palm contact, thumb and finger
shapes.
fingers for ‘hand-off’ vs. ‘use’ grasps. We also showed how learning-based techniques
for geometry-based contact modeling can capture nuanced details missed by heuristic
methods.
An interesting direction for future work could be using this contact ground-truth
to develop more realistic, deformable hand mesh models. State-of-the-art models
(e.g. [76, 109]) are rigid, while the human hand is covered with soft tissue. As the
Future Work section of [76] notes, they are trained with meshes from which objects are
manually removed, and do not explicitly reason about hand-object contact. The high-
quality contact ground truth (along with RGB-D data) can help in the development,



























Figure 3.10: (a) Image-based contact prediction architecture. (b) Contact prediction




CONTACTGRASP: FUNCTIONAL MULTI-FINGER GRASP
SYNTHESIS FROM CONTACT
Abstract: Grasping and manipulating objects is an important human skill. Since
most objects are designed to be manipulated by human hands, anthropomorphic
hands can enable richer human-robot interaction. Desirable grasps are not only sta-
ble, but also functional: they enable post-grasp actions with the object. However,
functional grasp synthesis for high degree-of-freedom anthropomorphic hands from
object shape alone is challenging. We present ContactGrasp, a framework for func-
tional grasp synthesis from object shape and contact on the object surface. Contact
can be manually specified or obtained through demonstrations. Our contact repre-
sentation is object-centric and allows functional grasp synthesis even for hand models
different than the one used for demonstration. Using a dataset of contact demon-
strations from humans grasping diverse household objects, we synthesize functional
grasps for three hand models and two functional intents. The project webpage is
https://contactdb.cc.gatech.edu/contactgrasp.html.
Human Allegro Barrett
Figure 4.1: ContactGrasp synthesizes functional grasps for diverse hand models. Here
we show grasps for ‘using’ a wine glass to drink from it. Left: 20-DOF human hand,
Middle: 16-DOF Allegro hand, and Right: 4-DOF Barrett hand. Each hand has
additional 6 DOFs for palm pose.
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4.1 Introduction
Household objects are designed for use and manipulation by human hands. Humans
excel at grasping and then performing actions with these objects. Enabling this skill
for robots has the potential to unlock more productive and natural human-robot
interaction. We take a step towards this by proposing ContactGrasp, a framework
to synthesize functional grasps. Using object shape and contact demonstrations,
ContactGrasp allows functional grasp synthesis for kinematically diverse hand models.
Recent work on robotic grasping of household objects focuses on using large
amounts of data collected by trying random grasping actions, often using parallel-
jaw or suction-cup end effectors [110, 111, 71, 112]. This approach generates lots
of self-supervised data that enables training of robust grasp policies. However, the
simplicity of the end effectors has a big hand in enabling this data-collection strat-
egy. In addition, such end effectors are mostly suited for pick-and-place tasks and
do not allow performing a post-grasp action (e.g. handing an object off, clicking the
camera shutter button, switching on a flashlight, etc.). Functionality of a grasp is
important because 1) it enables more natural collaboration in activities with humans,
and 2) most household objects are designed with specific functional grasps in mind
(e.g. spray bottle has contoured neck and squeezer, hammer has a long handle, etc.).
A large body of work addresses grasp synthesis from object geometry. These
approaches model the hand as a kinematic tree of rigid mesh parts and intelligently
sample its configuration space to synthesize a set of stable grasps [113, 114, 115].
However, these grasps lack the notion of functionality and most of them are far from
how a human would grasp the object (see Figure 4.4 for examples).
Other approaches have utilized human demonstrations to close this gap. The
human hand pose (captured by data gloves in [116], and by visual recognition in [117])
is mapped by hand-engineered transformations to a similar robot end-effector pose.
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Kinesthetic teaching [118] can deliver demonstrations directly in the target hand
model space. However, such kinematic re-targeting methods are tied to a specific
end-effector and require careful analysis to develop mappings to new end-effectors.
Approaches that record the human hand pose suffer from the additional difficulty of
orienting the hand pose w.r.t. the object (which requires embedding an additional
6-DOF magnetic tracker in the object [119]). In addition, they lack a clear objective
to reproduce the demonstrated contact, as we show in Section 4.6. Analysis of contact
during human grasping has shown that humans prefer to contact specific areas during
functional grasping [77].
This motivates the development of an object-centric approach that is not tied
to a specific end-effector, and that emphasizes the reproduction of demonstrated
contact. Towards this end, we propose ContactGrasp, a framework which synthesizes
grasps from both object geometry and contact on the object surface. Contact can
be specified manually, through human demonstrations (e.g. ContactDB [77]), or
a combination of both. We show in Section 4.6 that ContactGrasp can be used
to synthesize grasps that reproduce the demonstrated contact for multiple different
hand models. Grasp synthesis from contact has the drawback that multiple hand
configurations can sometimes result in the same contact pattern. To address this,
ContactGrasp adopts a sample-and-rank approach which outputs a ranked set of
grasps. We show qualitatively and quantitatively in Section 4.6 that the desired
grasp can be found among the top ranked grasps in this set.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• Develop a multi-point contact representation that supports efficient grasp
synthesis.
• Propose a sample-and-rank approach for functional grasp synthesis from
object shape and contact that can work with multiple hand models.
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4.2 Related Work
Grasp synthesis has been widely studied from many perspectives. Analytic approaches
[120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127] synthesize grasp(s) from object shape, which
usually guarantee stability within their set of assumptions. These assumptions in-
clude perfect object models, rigid body approximation of the hand, Coulomb friction,
simplified contact models, etc. While such approaches contribute valuable theoretical
analysis of grasping, their simplifying assumptions are often quite restrictive. This
makes purely analytic algorithms difficult to deploy in the real world.
In contrast, data-driven approaches rely on machine learning techniques to learn
features in some representation of the object (RGB image, 3D mesh, etc.) that
can be used to predict grasps. For example, Li et al [128] compute shape features
for both objects and grasping hands, and use nearest-neighbor retrieval to synthesize
grasps for novel objects. Newer deep-learning based algorithms typically require large
amounts of training data, which is expensive to collect and label. In addition, they
are limited to simple end effectors like parallel jaw grippers to enable efficient training
data collection. For example, [129, 130, 131] predict grasps for a parallel jaw gripper
from a dataset of manually annotated images. Some recent works like Pinto et al [112]
have used self-supervision to automate data collection, again for a simple parallel jaw
gripper. We refer the reader to [132] for an extensive survey of data-driven grasp
synthesis.
Hybrid approaches use analytic criteria (e.g. [133, 68]) to sample a large number
of grasps in a simulator like GraspIt! [134]. Real-world demonstrations in various
forms are then used to process these samples: filter them or train a machine learning
algorithm to predict success. For example, Mahler et al [110, 71, 111, 112] execute
those grasps with a robot and record success/failure. Song et al [135] learn a Bayes Net
to jointly model post-grasp task and discretized hand pose. Synthetic data generated
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using a grasp planner is labeled manually for post-grasp task suitability. However,
the algorithm is not aware of contact and the pose discretization often results in
predictions that are not in contact with the object.
Grasp Synthesis from Contact: Hamer et al [24] record human demonstrations
of grasping by in-hand scanning to get both object and hand pose. Contact points
are aggregated on the object surface and used to form a prior for hand pose synthesis
and tracking. In contrast to ContactGrasp, their algorithm requires demonstrations
of both hand pose and contact. Ben Amor et al [136] learn a low-dimensional grasp
space from human demonstrations acquired using a data-glove. This is used along
with manually specified contact points to optimize the final robot grasp. In addition
to requiring manual specification of per-finger contact point, it is not clear how well
the low-dimensional space can recover the finegrained functional grasps synthesized
by ContactGrasp. Varley et al [137] replace human demonstrations with synthetic
data by running a grasp planner in simulation and recording the fingertip contact
points. Ye et al [138] develop an algorithm to sample physically plausible contact
points between the hand the object, given the wrist and object pose from a motion-
capture system. These sampled points are then used to synthesize realistic-looking
hand poses. These methods approximate contact as a single point per fingertip. In
contrast, ContactGrasp allows realistic multi-point contact (see Figure 4.2), allows
using kinematically diverse hand models, and demonstrates good performance across
more complex and numerous objects.
4.3 Contact Model and Human Demonstrations
As mentioned in Section 4.1, ContactGrasp can leverage human demonstrations of
grasp contact to synthesize similar grasps for various hand models. It has been shown
that humans contact grasped objects with not only fingertips, but also the palm and
non-tip areas of the fingers. Hence our contact model and grasp synthesis algorithm
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Figure 4.2: Contact map construction for the ‘flashlight’ object from ContactDB
human demonstration. Points are randomly sampled on the object surface. green:
attractive, red: repulsive.
supports multi-point contact.
We define the contact map c as a set of N points pi sampled uniformly at random
on the object surface, with a contact value ci of +1 (attractive) or −1 (repulsive).
Contacted points in the demonstration are marked attractive, while others are marked
repulsive. Repulsive points allow ContactGrasp to exploit negative information [139].
Figure 4.2 shows an example of the contact map for the ‘flashlight’ object, with
attractive points in green and repulsive points in red.
4.3.1 Human Contact Demonstrations
The contact model specified above supports manual specification. However, most of
our experiments are performed using real-world contact maps from the ContactDB
dataset [77]. ContactDB uses a thermal camera to observe the thermal after-prints
left by heat transfer from hand to object during grasping. It is thus able to texture
the object mesh surface with high-resolution contact maps. Participants grasp the
objects with one of two post-grasp functional intents: handoff or use. Since Con-
tactDB contact maps have continuous values t(pi) ∈ [0, 1], we threshold them at τt






Figure 4.3: Hand models used in our experiments, along with joint axes and special
thumb contact point. Left: HumanHand [134], middle: Allegro Hand [140], right:
Barrett Hand [141]
of human contact demonstration from the ContactDB dataset.
ci =





Given the contact map on the object surface, an articulated hand model is used
to set up an optimization problem which seeks a hand pose that agrees with the
observed contact map. We use three kinematically diverse hand models to show that
the object-centric contact representation of ContactGrasp allows grasp synthesis with
diverse hand models (See Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3). Each model is a kinematic tree,
with parts modelled by rigid meshes. In addition to the articulation DOFs di the
overall position of the hand in 3D space is defined by a 6 DOF rigid body transform




, where D is the number
of articulation DOFs of the hand. We compute a signed distance field (SDF) around
each hand part and attach it to the part’s local coordinate system to support hand
pose optimization. See Section 4.5 for further details.
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Table 4.1: Hand models used in our experiments.
Model Fingers Joints Articulation DOFs
HumanHand [134] 4 fingers, 1 thumb 15 20
Allegro [140] 3 fingers, 1 thumb 12 16






















Figure 4.4: Overview of the ContactGrasp algorithm. GraspIt! [113] is used to sam-
ple random grasps for the object geometry. These are then refined and ranked for
agreement with a human-demonstrated contact map to synthesize functional grasps.
4.5 ContactGrasp: Grasp Synthesis
In this section, we describe the algorithm to synthesize grasps from object geometry
and a contact map. Grasp synthesis consists of estimating the full configuration Φ
of the hand, which includes the 6-DOF ‘palm’ pose as well as joint values. This is
done through an appropriately initialized nonlinear optimization. Figure 4.4 shows
an overview of the entire algorithm.
4.5.1 Grasp Optimization
Intuitively, the objective of this optimization is to encourage contact at attractive
points and discourage contact at repulsive points in the contact map. The full objec-
tive function consists of three terms, inspired from [142] (see Figure 4.6 for a visual









Figure 4.5: Geometry of the activation function for a repulsive point pi in the contact
map for an object.
Grasp Term
The grasp term attracts (resp. repels) the closest hand segment to every attractive
(resp. repulsive) point in the contact map. For a given contact map c and hand pose






− λr[ci = −1]SDFki(pi)2 (4.2)
Where ki is the index of the hand segment that is closest to point pi, SDFk(·) is the
signed distance function (SDF) associated with hand segment k, and [·] is the indicator
function. λa and λr are hyperparameters controlling the strength of attractive and
repulsive points. However, Eq. 4.2 unnecessarily penalizes some hand poses. As
shown in Figure 4.5, we want to repulse a hand part away from a repulsive point pi
only if it is directly above the repulsive point i.e. the vector connecting pi to the
nearest point on the hand is parallel to the surface normal at pi. Since SDF measures
Euclidean distances, it penalizes a nearby hand part even if it is not directly above pi.






Figure 4.6: Top: Various factors involved grasp optimization. Bottom: Optimized
result.
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2, if |∇̂SDF ki(pi) · ni| > τn
0, otherwise
(4.4)
where ∇̂SDF (·) is the unit vector in the direction of the gradient of the SDF.
Thumb Contact Term
It is well known that the thumb is especially important in human grasps [143]. To
account for this, we specify a point pthumb on the thumb (or the part closest resembling
the thumb) in the hand model (yellow dots in Figure 4.3). The thumb contact term
encourages pthumb to be in contact with the object:
Lthumb(Φ) = λtSDFobject(pthumb)
2 (4.5)
where SDFobject(·) is the signed distance function associated with the object, and
hyperparameter λt controls the strength of this term.
Intersection Term
The intersection term Lint(Φ) discourages intersection of the hand model with the
object and self-intersection among segments of the hand, and is the same as the one
used in [142]. Its strength is controlled by the hyperparameter λi.
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Optimization
The full objective function for grasp optimization is given by
L(Φ|c) = Lgrasp(Φ|c) + Lthumb(Φ) + Lint(Φ) (4.6)
We use Dense Articulated Real-time Tracking (DART) [139] to minimize Eq. 4.6 and
get the optimized hand pose. Specifically, we modify the Contact Prior mechanism in
DART [142] to 1) support repulsive points, and 2) remove the depth-map observation
term. DART approximately minimizes Eq. 4.6 by running the Levenberg-Marquadt
algorithm (see [139] for more details).
4.5.2 Initializing the Grasp Optimization
Since the Levenberg-Marquadt grasp optimization is local, and search in the high-
dimensional hand pose space has many local minima, providing good initialization
to the optimizer becomes important. Towards this end, we develop an algorithm to
sample diverse grasps for the object geometry which are agnostic to the contact map,
using the publicly available GraspIt! grasp planner [134, 113]. These are later ranked
for agreement with the contact map using the residue after minimizing Eq 4.6.
Specifically, we seed the planner with a coarse grasp ϕ = (a, θ, d), where a is
the approach point on the object surface, θ is the roll angle around approach vector
and d is the distance from object surface. We use the negated surface normal −n at
the approach point a as the approach vector, making since the hand approach anti-
parallel to the object surface normal (similar to [144]). Approach points a are sampled
uniformly at random over the object surface, whereas θ and d are set from the discrete
sets {0, 90, 180, 270} and {0 cm, 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm} respectively. GraspIt!’s Simulated
Annealing planner then runs for 45K iterations for each seed to optimize the Contact
Energy cost function [113], exploring in a cone around the specified approach vector.
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Figure 4.7: Functional HumanHand grasps synthesized by ContactGrasp. Top: Use,
bottom: Hand-off.
Figure 4.8: Functional Allegro hand grasps synthesized by ContactGrasp. Top: Use,
bottom: Hand-off.
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Figure 4.9: Functional Barrett hand grasps synthesized by ContactGrasp. Top: Use,
bottom: Hand-off.
Figure 4.10: Top-ranked grasps from GraspIt! [113], which are agnostic to contact map
and hence are not functional, especially for the ‘use’ intent. For example, flashlight
button is not accessible by the thumb, finger touches knife blade, cellphone screen
and wineglass opening are blocked by palm. Top: Human Hand, Bottom: Barrett
Hand.
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We pick the top 2 grasps after each run of the planner, and add them to the set of
sampled diverse grasps D. Note that D contains full grasps, since GraspIt! provides
a bridge to convert coarse grasps ϕ to full grasps Φ through its planner. Figure 4.4
shows some grasps sampled in this manner for a cellphone.
The last step is to refine and rank the grasps in D by running grasp optimization
on each of them, and considering the residual after convergence (Eq. 4.6) as the
negative score. Most of the grasps in D result in large residuals because they are
agnostic to the contact maps and hence can be out of the basin of convergence of the
local optimization. Hence this ranking process causes the ‘correct’ hand pose to show
up among the top-ranked, from which it can be easily identified.
To summarize, the process described in this section is recovers the correct full
hand pose that agrees with a given contact map on an object. Manually annotating
the full hand pose prohibitively expensive because of the high dimensionality.
4.6 Results
We use the ContactGrasp algorithm (Section 4.5) to synthesize grasps for a diverse set
of household objects for two different post-grasp functional intents: using the object,
and handing it off. Grasps are synthesized for the three hand models described in
Section 4.4. We use human contact demonstrations for functional grasps from the
ContactDB dataset [77]. 25 objects in ContactDB have demonstrations for both
using the object and handing it off. From these, we select a subset of 19 objects
(see supplementary video for a list) for which bi-manual grasps were not observed.
Note that the grasp optimization strategy described in Section 4.5 supports bi-manual
grasps. However, we focus on single-handed grasps here owing to lack of left-handed
hand models and need for a more complex initialization strategy for the optimization.
We set the hyperparameter τt (threshold on contact map value) to 0.3, λa (attrac-
tive contact point strength) to 150.0, λr (repulsive contact point strength) to 20.0, λt
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Table 4.2: Disagreement of the ContactGrasp and GraspIt! grasps from human-
demonstrated contact, measured by Lgrasp (see Eq. 4.3, lower is better). Human-
Allegro indicates grasps mapped from human to the Allegro model using [145].
Intent End-effector ContactGrasp GraspIt!
Lgrasp Lgrasp
use
HumanHand [134] -0.07 0.17
Allegro [140] -0.06 0.32
Human - Allegro [145] 0.08 0.12
Barrett [141] -0.03 0.19
handoff
HumanHand [134] -0.14 0.19
Allegro [140] -0.11 0.41
Human - Allegro [145] 0.05 0.15
Barrett [141] -0.04 0.22
(thumb contact point strength) to 25.0, and λi (intersection term strength) to 100.0.
4.6.1 Qualitative results
Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show the synthesized grasps for the HumanHand, Allegro
hand and Barrett hand respectively, for 8 objects and 2 functional intents(see sup-
plementary video for other objects). They demonstrate functional grasps e.g. for the
‘use’ intent, the flashlight button is easily accessible by the thumb, fingers rest on
mouse click buttons, knife is held by the handle. In contrast, the top-ranked grasps
from GraspIt! are shown in Figure 4.10. They are stable but do not demonstrate
functionality, especially for the ‘use’ intent e.g. flashlight button is not accessible
by the thumb, finger touches knife blade, cellphone screen and wineglass opening are
blocked by palm.
4.6.2 Quantitative results
Table 4.3 shows the median rank (across all objects) of the synthesized grasp, when
grasps are ranked according to 1) the DART residual, and 2) GraspIt!’s Contact
Energy metric [113]. The median rank is significantly lower for the former. This
indicates that approaches like [113] that consider only object geometry cannot guar-
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Table 4.3: Median rank of the correct grasp (lower is better).
Intent End-effector ContactGrasp rank GraspIt! rank
use
HumanHand [134] 3(0.03%) 4484(34.41%)
Allegro [140] 22(0.69%) 1289(40.28%)
Barrett [141] 6(0.19%) 2362(74.09%)
handoff
HumanHand [134] 1(0.01%) 3751(38.37%)
Allegro [140] 22(0.56%) 1258(38.20%)
Barrett [141] 24(0.75%) 830(25.94%)
antee functional contact. ContactGrasp can effectively leverage these approaches to
synthesize functional grasps using demonstrations.
Table 4.2 shows further quantitative results in the form of the Lgrasp value (see
Eq. 4.3) for the synthesized grasp as well as the top-ranked grasp by GraspIt!’s Con-
tact Energy metric. Lgrasp measures the grasp’s disagreement with the demonstrated
contact map, and is significantly lower for ContactGrasp grasps. This verifies that
ContactGrasp produces grasps that are significantly closer to the human demonstra-
tions than GraspIt!, which is agnostic to the demonstrations.
In addition, we implement the kinematic retargeting algorithm of Tosun et at [145]
for mapping the synthesized human hand grasp to the Allegro model. Each finger
is treated as a separate kinematic chain (sampled with 50 points) to be re-targeted.
The human pinky finger is discarded. The Lgrasp values for these mapped grasps are
higher than those for the ContactGrasp Allegro grasps as well as human grasps. This
shows that deterministic mapping of grasps between hand models does not reliably
reproduce contact, supporting our motivation for developing ContactGrasp.
4.6.3 Failure Cases
Figure 4.11 shows failure cases of ContactGrasp. These occur when the grasp sam-
pling stage is not exhaustive enough to sample fine manipulation behaviors like fingers
through holes, or when the target hand model does not possess the geometry to be






Figure 4.11: Failure cases. Left: Grasp sampling is unlikely to produce a grasp with
fingers in narrow holes, and optimization then gets stuck in local minima. Right:
Some end effectors lack the structure for functional grasps e.g. resting fingers on
mouse buttons.
4.7 Conclusion
To summarize, we develop a multi-point contact model, which can plug-and-play
with kinematically diverse hand models to synthesize grasps. These grasps can be
modulated by hand-object contact demonstrations to be functional, supporting post-
grasp actions like using the object or handing it off. We show that our approach
ContactGrasp, which directly optimizes for contact, is superior than other approaches
which kinematically re-target observed human grasps to the target hand model. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of ContactGrasp by synthesizing functional grasps for
3 significantly diverse hand models, 19 household objects, and 2 functional intents.
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CHAPTER 5
TOWARDS PREDICTION OF CONTACT PRESSURE FROM
CONTACT MAPS
5.1 Introduction
Previous chapters used contact maps to capture the location of contact between the
hand and the object. Contact locations, however, only partially describe a grasp.
Forces exerted by all parts of the hand complete the description. This chapter explores
whether contact maps also capture contact pressure in addition to contact location.
Some factors that might influence grasp contact forces are: grasp function (power
grasps typically use more force than precision grasps [146]), object weight (heavier ob-
jects are grasped more firmly to prevent slip [147, 148]), and object material (delicate
objects are usually grasped with less force). Pressures can be calculated by dividing
contact forces by contact areas.
Clues about the precise values and distribution of contact pressure are difficult
to observe through RGB and/or depth images (unless the camera has a very high
resolution or is very near the hand, in which case it can see changes in fingernail and
skin blood flow). However, we noticed while capturing contact maps with thermal
cameras, that contact pressure influences not only the intensity of contact maps,
but also their structure. Figure 5.1 shows an example. Notice how higher contact
pressure significantly alters the contact map by bringing more surface area under
contact through soft tissue deformation. In contrast, longer contact duration only
increases the contact map intensity (presumably because of more heat transfer).
This chapter investigates if this effect can be used to infer contact pressure from the
structure of the contact map. We focus on instances of contact with a planar surface.
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(a) High pressure, short duration (b) High pressure, long duration
(c) Low pressure, short duration (d) Low pressure, long duration
Figure 5.1: Effect of contact pressure and duration on contact map structure and
intensity.
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This allows the use of a high-resolution pressure sensor (which is only available in a
planar form factor) to record pressure values for quantitive evaluation, and removes
the influence of object shape on soft tissue deformation. To summarize, we make the
following contributions:
• Data: We create a new dataset of paired RGB, thermal, and pressure images
depicting hands contacting a planar surface with various levels and distributions
of pressure. This dataset, named ContactPressure, will be released publicly for
research use.
• Pressure prediction models: We evaluate various representations of hand
pose and pressure for contact pressure prediction from thermal contact maps.
5.2 Related Work
Image- and video-based contact force prediction has prevously been studied in the
hand pose estimation and tracking context. Pham et al.[80, 19] track 3D models of
the hand and object in manipulation videos, and predict contact forces at fingertips
that explain the observed motion. They also learn the distribution of force among
fingertips by recording pressure data from force sensors embedded in a cuboidal object.
Ehsani et al.[149] collect a dataset of manipulation videos of 8 objects annotated with
object keypoints and fingertip contact locations, and learn to predict contact forces
in a similar manner. Contact force has also been estimated from the distribution
of blood color in fingernails, by developing special sensors [150] and modeling the
interaction of bone and soft tissue [151].
These approaches estimate contact forces only at pre-selected points on the hand
(fingertips) because of the difficulty of annotating whole-hand contact areas, and fo-
cus on estimating ‘live’ contact in videos. In contrast, we investigate the estimation of
contact pressure for the entire surface of hand-object contact. This is done from the
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thermal contact map which has high resolution but is only available post-grasp. In
addition, thermal contact maps aggregate information for the entire contact duration
i.e. they do not allow distinguishing force changes that happen during in-hand ma-
nipulation. Hence, the post-grasp nature of our analysis trades off spatial resolution
against temporal resolution. High spatial resolution of contact pressure is potentially
useful for learning to imitate human grasping behavior with anthropomorphic robot
hands. Currently, our algorithm has been trained and tested on planar contact maps
because of the planar form-factor of pressure sensors. Unwrapping contact maps of
3D objects (e.g. ContactPose data) such that the corresponding hand pose resembles
a flat hand, and applying these planar pressure estimation models, is an interesting
direction for future work.
5.3 The ContactPressure Dataset
5.3.1 Equipment and Protocol
Figure 5.2 shows the hardware setup. A FLIR Boson 640 thermal camera is mounted
on a tripod rigidly w.r.t. a Logitech C920 RGB camera. The former captures the
thermal contact maps, while the latter is used to capture an RGB image of the time
of contact, which is used to get hand pose information. Both cameras look at a
Sensel Morph pressure sensor placed rigidly on a table. This sensor outputs 185×105
resolution ‘pressure images’ at 60 Hz.
We invite participants to our laboratory for data collection and use the following
IRB-approved protocol for data collection. Participants use either hand to contact the
Morph in a flat-hand pose for a fixed duration and with an arbitrary pressure profile
(level and distribution). They are instructed to keep the pressure profile constant for
the duration of contact. This is repeated at least 20 times each for 2 s, 4 s, and 6 s
contact durations. The RGB camera records an image at the middle of each duration,








Figure 5.2: Our hardware setup consists of a Logitech C920 RGB camera and a FLIR




Figure 5.3: An example of registered RGB, thermal, and pressure data from the
ContactPressure dataset. The thermal image color coding is similar to ContactDB
(Figure 2.1) and ContactPose (Figure 3.1). The pressure image color coding goes
from blue (low) to red (high).
this duration, the participants remove their hand from the camera fields of view, and
the thermal camera records an image i.e. thermal contact map. Figure 5.3 shows an
example.
5.3.2 Camera Calibration
The aim of calibration is to register images from the three modalities – RGB, thermal,
and pressure. We first calibrate the intrinsics parameters of the RGB and thermal
cameras. This is done using a checkerboard and a grid of circles cut out from a
cardboard piece placed over a heated cardboard piece, respectively. The instrinsics
parameters are used to undistort the images.
Next, we fit homography matrices connecting the RGB and thermal, and pressure
and thermal images. This sufficient to register the images, since the scene (Sensel
Morph surface) is planar [152]. This requires a set of corresponding points in the
undistorted images. For the (RGB, thermal) pair, this is done using unquely colored
paper-thin discs, which are also heated to be distinguishable in the thermal images
(see Figure 5.4a). For the (pressure, thermal) pair, this is done using a heated pencil-
tip eraser pressed at various locations on the Sensel Morph, which elicits small circular
imprints in both modalities. Standard ellipse detection is used to detect circle centers,
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Table 5.1: Breakdown of the ContactPressure dataset.
Contact Type Participant 1 Participant 2Left Hand Right Hand Left Hand Right Hand
Full Palm 5 1 1 1
Partial Palm 1 1 1 1
which provides point correspondences.
5.3.3 Dataset Scope
Currently the ContactPressure dataset has 12 sessions, with each session containing
60 RGB, pressure and thermal triplets. These 60 triplets consist of three groups
(containing 20 triplets each) of 2 s, 4 s, and 6 s contact dration. The hand side
and contact type are distributed as shown in the Table 5.1. 8 of these sessions were
captured with one participant, while 4 were captured with another participant. In
total, it has over 720 triplets.
5.4 Pressure Prediction Experiments
This section describes experiments address prediction of contact pressure from ther-
mal contact maps, and auxiliary hand pose information. These experiments focus on
pressure and hand pose representation.
The calibration information described in Section 5.3.2 is used to register RGB,
thermal, and pressure images in a common coordinate system. Thermal images are
normalized on a per-image basis to negate the effect of raw thermal image pixel values
shifting because of different hand temperatures in different sessions. As Figure 5.1
shows, pressure is related much more strongly to the structure of the contact map




Figure 5.4: Detection of corresponding points for fitting homography matrices. This
figure shows corresponding points through × connected by blue lines, and points
predicted by the fitted homographies as +. (a) For the (RGB, thermal) pair this
is done by placing heated teal-colored paper-thin discs at random locations on the
Sensel Morph surface. (b) For the (pressure, thermal) pair this is done by pressing a
heated pencil-tip eraser at random locations on the Senel Morph surface.
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5.4.1 Pressure Representation
The simplest representation for pressure is to treat it as a continuous value and regress
it with a mean squared-error loss. However, our initial experiments with this repre-
sentation resulted in blurred and saturated predictions (similar to our observations
while predicting contact in ContactPose (Chapter 3)). Similarly to contact values in
ContactPose, pressure values in ContactPressure have a highly skewed distribution
favoring 0 or low pressure. Hence, we employ the quantization strategy proposed by
Zhang et al.[102] and used by us for contact modeling in the ContactPose project.
Specifically, we quantize pressure values into 10 bins and treat pressure prediction
as a classification problem. The cross entropy loss each bin is weighted by a value
proportional to the linear combination of inverse occurrence frequency of that bin in
the training dataset, and a uniform distribution (Eq. 4 from [102] with λ = 0.25).
At test time we use the pixel classification scores output by our algorithm to derive
a point estimate of the pressure value using annealed mean [102] with T = 0.1.
5.4.2 Auxiliary Information (Hand Pose) Representation
We also investigated whether information from the RGB image can be used in addition
to the thermal image to improve pressure prediction. Specifically, information about
the hand pose can potentially help the algorithm to learn correlation patterns between
thermal contact patterns and pressure that are specific to different hand parts.
We use the publicly available OpenPose library [59, 153] to detect 2D keypoints
in the RGB image (see Figure 5.5). These keypoints are then used to construct two
different hand pose images of the same size as the registered thermal and pressure
images:
• hand-pose-color: A unique color is associated with each phalange (line seg-
ment connecting consecutive joints). The color ci for the i’th pixel in the image
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Figure 5.5: Detection of 2D joint locations in RGB images with OpenPose [153].
(a) hand-pose-color (b) hand-pose-joints
Figure 5.6: Two different representations of auxiliary hand pose information. (a)
hand-pose-color color-codes the distance of each image pixel from all 20 hand
phalanges. Hand joints and phalanges (line segments connecting them) are shown
only for reference. (b) hand-pose-joints Places a Gaussian mass centered at each
joint location to construct a 21-channel image. Here we show one such image collapsed































Figure 5.7: Architecture for the image encoder-decoder. Horizontal numbers indicate
number of channels, and vertical numbers indicate spatial dimensions.
is a weighted linear combination of these colors, where weights wij are inversely
proportional to distance of i’th pixel from the j’th phalange dij: ci =
∑20
j=1wijcj,
where wij = exp(−dij/T )∑20
j′=1 exp(−dij′/T )
, T = 7.5. See Figure 5.6a for an example.
• hand-pose-joints: Inspired from [153], this is a 21-channel image, where each
channel corresponds to a different hand joint, and has a Gaussian mass centered
at the joint location. We use a 50-pixel Gaussian kernel with σ = 11.1. See
Figure 5.6b for an example.
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5.4.3 Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
Intuitively, the pressure value at a pixel depends on not only the local neighbor-
hood in the correspoonding thermal (and hand pose) image, but also global infor-
mation extracted from a larger support area. For example, increasing pressure at
the metacarpals brings some areas of the proximal and intermediate phalanges into
contact, thereby causing a long-range change in the thermal contact map.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown the ability to learn such com-
binations of local and global features well, e.g. for semantic segmentation [154, 155].
Specifically, we use an encoder-decoder architecture with skip connections between
layers in the encoder and decoder, inspired by the UNet architecture [96]. This ar-
chitecture is explicitly designed to learn a combination of local and global features.
Figure 5.7 shows the details.
5.4.4 Implementation Details
We trained the CNN with PyTorch [104]. Data augmentation is performed by random
left-right flipping, random translation within 10% of image size, ±20 degree in-plane
rotation, and randomly erasing (setting to mean pixel value) rectangular regions
of the thermal and pressure images (similar to the Random Erasing augmentation
proposed in [156]. The network is trained for approximately 400 epochs using the
Adam optimizer [157] with an initial learning rate of 1e-3 and momentum of 0.9.
Regularization is performed with a 5e-4 weight decay factor, and dropout with 0.25
probability applied to the features in the bottleneck (smallest) layer.
5.5 Pressure Prediction Results
This section discusses the results of our experiments on contact pressure prediction
from thermal contact maps and auxiliary information in the form of hand pose. These
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Table 5.2: Contact pressure prediction re-balanced AuC (%) (higher is better).
Input Contact Type Same Participant Diff. ParticipantLeft Hand Right Hand Left Hand Right Hand
Thermal Full Palm 81.68 63.31 44.54 40.47
Image Partial Palm 73.05 52.70 54.96 40.87
Thermal + Full Palm 81.13 61.99 42.48 37.56
hand-pose-color Partial Palm 75.40 53.91 54.71 40.31
Thermal + Full Palm 84.19 64.72 45.82 39.62
hand-pose-joints Partial Palm 78.49 62.28 56.56 49.23
experiments use 4 sessions of data collected from Participant 1, with full contact on
the left hand. The trained models are tested on progressively more different sessions
of held-out data.
For quantitative evaluation, we follow [102] and report the area under the curve
(AuC) of prediction correctness threshold vs. prediction accuracy. This value is re-
balanced to account for varying occurrence frequencies of values in the 10 pressure
bins. Table 5.2 shows the re-balanced AuC values, and Figure 5.8 shows qualitative
examples. As expected, the performance is best when the distribution of testing
data is similar to training data (same participant, left hand, full palm contact) and
reduces progressively with the distribution gap. We observe that auxiliary hand
pose features consistently improve performance, with hand-pose-joints features
performing better than hand-pose-color features. In addition, they enable the
algorithm to generalize better from full palm contact to partial palm contact, but not
from left hand to right hand or from one participant to another. A model trained
with ‘short’ and ‘long’ duration data from all 12 sessions performed at 69.55% when
tested on ‘medium’ duration data. Using hand shape (e.g. MANO [76] parameters)
calculated from an RGB image as an additional input to enable better generalization
to unseen participants out of the scope of this work, but would be an interesting
direction for future research.
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Thermal Prediction Ground Truth
Figure 5.8: Qualiative examples of contact pressure prediction from full palm, left
hand and same participant thermal contact maps, with hand-pose-joints auxiliary
features. The color-coding for pressure images goes from blue (low) to red (high).
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter investigated whether contact maps obtained from thermal cameras en-
code information about the pressure that was applied during contact. We find that
this is indeed the case, and verified that machine learning models can predict con-
tact pressure for contact on planar surfaces. Developing algorithms that are able to
generalize better to unseen hand shapes by conditioning on shape parameters, and






CONTACTDB: ANALYZING AND PREDICTING GRASP CONTACT
VIA THERMAL IMAGING – SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Abstract: This appendix provides supplementary material Chapter 2. We compare
ContactDB heatmaps qualitatively against the crowdsourced tactile saliency maps
from [22]. We discuss the extent of heat dissipation while scanning the object, and
potential sources of error in observing contact through the thermal camera and the
texture mapping process. Lastly, we list the 50 objects used in ContactDB and the
instructions given to participants for grasping the subset of 27 objects with the ‘use’
post-grasp intent. ContactDB can be explored interactively at https://contactdb.
cc.gatech.edu.
A.1 Comparison to Tactile Mesh Saliency [22]
Qualitatively, the closest work to ContactDB that we’ve found is [22], which collects
contact saliency information through crowd-sourcing by pairwise comparison of sur-
face points. Figure A.1(b) compares common objects from both datasets. Notably,
data from [22] lacks clear finger-marks and resembles averaged contact maps. That
data may be less accurate because it relies on self-reporting. For example, our data
shows that people rarely contact the bottom half of the wine glass stem, whereas [22]
shows high saliency for the entire stem.
A.2 Heat Dissipation During Data Collection
Scanning takes 18 s for a 360° rotation. Owing to the consistent use of hand-warmers
and PLA material for 3D printed objects, thermal prints take more than 35 s to
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(a) (b)
Figure A.1: (a) Heat dissipation in the thermal images. Top-bottom: 0s, 18s, 35s.
(b) Contact information collected by online crowd-sourcing ([22], top row) and Con-
tactDB (ours, bottom row).
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4.4 mm
Figure A.2: Geometric error of the texture mapping process. The spot on the front
button shown in green was precision-heated with a warm pencil-top eraser.
diffuse significantly (See Fig. A.1(a)). Heat conduction across the surface of the plate
does not seem to be a significant source of variation between 0 s and 18 s, since
the prints are comparable in size and lack strongly blurred edges. This shows that
the dissipation of finger heat on the object surface produces minimal artifacts in
the contact maps presented in Chapter 2. We operate the turntable motor at the
maximum possible speed that avoids high centrifugal force and wear-and-tear.
A.3 Accuracy of Texture Mapping
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, thermal images from 9 views and corresponding object
pose estimates are used in a texture mapping algorithm to produce a final mesh
textured with a contact map. The whole process has multiple potential sources
of error: calibration of the intrinsics and extrinsics of the Kinect v2 and thermal
camera, inaccuracy in 3D printing the object, errors in object pose estimates due
to noise/distortion in the Kinect depth maps, artifacts introduced by the texture
mapping algorithm, etc. As such, the accuracy of this process can be different for
different objects and sessions. In Figure A.2, we attempt to quantify this error for
one instance where we precisely heated a spot on the front button of the PS controller




Table A.1 shows a list of all 50 objects in ContactDB, along with information about
the which of these objects are included in the two functional grasping categories, and
the specific ‘use’ instructions.
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Table A.1: List of objects in ContactDB and specific ‘use’ instructions
Object handoff use use instruction
airplane ✓
alarm clock ✓
apple ✓ ✓ eat
banana ✓ ✓ peel
binoculars ✓ ✓ see through
bowl ✓ ✓ drink from
camera ✓ ✓ take picture








door knob ✓ twist to open door
elephant ✓
eyeglasses ✓ ✓ wear
flashlight ✓ ✓ turn on
flute ✓ ✓ play
hammer ✓ ✓ hit a nail
hand ✓ shake
headphones ✓ ✓ wear
knife ✓ ✓ cut
light bulb ✓ ✓ screw in a socket
mouse ✓ ✓ use to point and click
mug ✓ ✓ drink from
pan ✓ ✓ cook in
piggy bank ✓










stapler ✓ ✓ staple
toothbrush ✓ ✓ brush teeth





Utah teapot ✓ ✓ pour tea from
water bottle ✓ ✓ open





CONTACTPOSE: A DATASET OF GRASPS WITH OBJECT
CONTACT AND HAND POSE – SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Abstract: This appendix includes network architectures and training and evaluation
details for various learning algorithms presented in Chapter 3, along with MANO hand
mesh fitting details. It also includes examples of the RGB-D imagery present in the
ContactPose dataset along with 3D hand joints projected into those images. Next,
we present slices through the data in the form of 1) object- and intent-specific hand
contact probabilities, and 2) ‘use’ vs. ‘hand-off’ contact maps and hand poses for some
grasps of an object. Finally, we present the list of objects and their ‘use’ instructions,
and describe the participants’ hand information that is included in ContactPose.
B.1 Network Architectures
B.1.1 PointNet++
The PointNet++ architecture we use is similar to the pointcloud segmentation net-
work from Qi et al [103], with modifications aiming to reduce the number of learnable
parameters. Similarly to [103], we use SA (s, r, [l1, . . . , ld]) to indicate a Set Abstrac-
tion layer with a farthest point sampling ratio s, ball radius r (the pointcloud is nor-
malized to lie in the [−0.5, 0.5] cube) and d fully connected layers of size li(i = 1 . . . d).
The global Set Abstraction layer is denoted without farthest point sampling ratio and
ball radius. FP (K, [l1, . . . , ld]) indicates a Feature Propagation layer with K nearest
neighbors and d fully connected layers of size li(i = 1 . . . d). FC (Sin, Sout) indicates
a fully connected layer of output size Sout applied separately to each point (which
has Sin-dimensional features). Each fully connected layer in the Set Abstraction and
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Feature Propagation layers is followed by ReLU and batch-norm layers. Our network
architecture is:
SA (0.2, 0.1, [F, 64, 128])− SA (0.25, 0.2, [128, 128, 256])−
SA ([256, 512, 1024])− FP (1, [1024 + 256, 256, 256])−
FP (3, [256 + 128, 256, 128])− FP (3, [128 + F, 128, 128])−
FC(128, 128)− FC(128, 10)
where F is the number of input features and the final layer outputs scores for the 10
contact value classes.
B.1.2 Image Encoder-Decoder
We take inspiration from U-Net [96] and design the light-weight network shown in B.1
that extracts dense features from RGB images. The global average pooling layer is
intended to capture information about the entire hand and object.
B.2 Training and Evaluation Details
All models are trained using PyTorch [104] and the Adam optimizer [157] (base learn-
ing rate ∈ {5×10−4, 1×10−3, 5×10−3}, momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 5e−4, and
a batch size of 25). Both point-clouds and voxel-grids are rotated around their ‘up’-
axis at regularly spaced 30 degree intervals. These rotations are considered separate
data points during training, and their predictions are averaged during evaluation.
For image-based contact prediction, ContactPose has approximately 300 RGB-
D frames (× 3 Kinects) for each grasp, but temporally nearby frames are highly
correlated because of the high frame rate. Hence, we include equally spaced 50 frames
from each grasp in the training set. Evaluation is performed over equally spaced 12


























Figure B.1: Architecture for the image encoder-decoder from Figure 3.10a. Hori-




This section provides details for the fitting procedure of the MANO [76] hand model
to ContactPose data. Borrowing notation from [76], the MANO model is a mesh with
vertices M (β, θ) parameterized by shape parameters β and pose parameters θ. The
3D joint locations of the posed mesh, denoted here by J (β, θ), are also a function of
the shape and pose parameters. We modify the original model by adding one joint
at each fingertip, thus matching the format of joints J∗ in ContactPose annotations.
MANO fitting is performed by optimizing the following objective function, which
combines L2 distance of 3D joints and shape parameter regularization:




where σ is set to 10. It is optimized using the Dogleg [158] optimizer implemented
in chumpy [159]. We initialized β and θ to 0 (mean shape and pose) after 6-DOF
alignment of the wrist and 5 palm joints. Finally, the MANO model includes a PCA
decomposition of 45 pose parameters to 6 parameters by default. We used 10 pose
components, finding empirically that more than 10 pose components provide marginal
or no improvement to the mean joint error, while reducing mesh smoothness. This
yields a mean 3D joint error of 8.2191 mm and area under the error threshold vs.
accuracy curve of 0.8324, which is better than or comparable to the HO-3D [78]
(joint error 7.7 mm, AUC 0.79), FreiHand [79] (AUC 0.791), and Hands 2019 [160]
(joint error 11.39 mm) datasets.
B.4 Participants’ Hand Information
We captured information about each ContactPose participant’s hands in two ways:
1) contact map on a flat plate (example shown in Figure B.2), and 2) RGB-D videos
of the participants performing 7 hand gestures (shown in Figure B.3). This can
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Figure B.2: Contact map of a participant’s palm on a flat plate. Such palm contact
maps for each participant are included in ContactPose.
potentially be used to estimate the hand shape by fit embodied hand models (e.g. [76]).
B.5 List of Objects
Table B.1 shows a list of all 25 objects in ContactPose, along with information about
the which of these objects are included in the two functional grasping categories, and
the specific ‘use’ instructions.
B.6 Example Data from ContactPose
RGB-D Images with Projected Hand Pose: Figure B.4 shows example RGB
and depth images (256 × 256 crops centered around the object) for all objects, along
with projected 3D joints.
Hand Contact Probabilities: Figure B.5 shows (phalange-level) hand-part contact
probabilities (similar to Figure 3.5a) for all objects, averaged separately over ‘use’ and
‘hand-off’ grasps. Many objects that elicit significantly different ‘use’ and ‘hand-off’
contact patterns, e.g. cellphone, flashlight, hammer, knife, mouse, pan, PS controller,
stapler, toothbrush, and toothpaste. The ‘use’ grasps for banana and water-bottle
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Figure B.3: Pre-defined hand gestures performed by each participant. RGB-D videos
from 3 Kinects of each participant performing these gestures are included in Contact-
Pose.
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Table B.1: List of objects in ContactPose and specific ‘use’ instructions
Object handoff use use instruction
apple ✓ ✓ eat
banana ✓ ✓ peel
binoculars ✓ ✓ see through
bowl ✓ ✓ drink from
camera ✓ ✓ take picture
cell phone ✓ ✓ talk on
cup ✓ ✓ drink from
door knob ✓ twist to open door
eyeglasses ✓ ✓ wear
flashlight ✓ ✓ turn on
hammer ✓ ✓ hit a nail
headphones ✓ ✓ wear
knife ✓ ✓ cut
light bulb ✓ ✓ screw in a socket
mouse ✓ ✓ use to point and click
mug ✓ ✓ drink from
pan ✓ ✓ cook in
PS controller ✓ ✓ play a game with
scissors ✓ ✓ cut with
stapler ✓ ✓ staple
toothbrush ✓ ✓ brush teeth
toothpaste ✓ ✓ squeeze out toothpaste
Utah teapot ✓ ✓ pour tea from
water bottle ✓ ✓ open
wine glass ✓ ✓ drink wine from
Total 24 25
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Kinect#1-color Kinect#1-depth Kinect#2-color Kinect#2-depth Kinect#3-color Kinect#3-depth
Kinect#1-color Kinect#1-depth Kinect#2-color Kinect#2-depth Kinect#3-color Kinect#3-depth
Figure B.4: Example RGB and depth images from ContactPose (‘use’ intention), with
3D joint locations projected into the images. Left hand joints are green, right hand
joints are red.
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have different contact patterns on the left and right hand, because many participants
use their non-dominant hand to hold them firmly in an enveloping grasp and the
dominant hand to peel and open the cap, respectively.
Grasps: To further demonstrate the scale and diversity of ContactPose data, we
present a slice of the data. Figures B.5 and B.5 show all the ‘use’ and ‘hand-off’ grasps
(contact map and hand pose) for one object (PS-controller), respectively. Note the
significant influence of intent on grasps, and also the intra-intent diversity of grasps.
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use
Left Hand - apple
use
Right Hand - apple
handoff
Left Hand - apple
handoff
Right Hand - apple
Left Hand - binoculars Right Hand - binoculars Left Hand - binoculars Right Hand - binoculars
Left Hand - flashlight Right Hand - flashlight Left Hand - flashlight Right Hand - flashlight
Left Hand - ps_controller Right Hand - ps_controller Left Hand - ps_controller Right Hand - ps_controller
Left Hand - toothbrush Right Hand - toothbrush Left Hand - toothbrush Right Hand - toothbrush
Left Hand - wine_glass
use
Right Hand - wine_glass
use
Left Hand - wine_glass
handoff
Right Hand - wine_glass
handoff
Figure B.5: Hand-part contact probabilities for objects in ContactPose (red indicates
high probability and blue indicates low probability).
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Figure B.5: A slice through ContactPose: Some PS-controller ‘use’ grasps (2 views
per grasp).
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